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While seeking revenge, dig two graves - one for
yourself.

— DOUGLAS HORTON
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1980

Xuan Lang glided his suitcase across the white polished tiles,
staring at the exit. Crowds of people rushed to catch their
flights. Some waited in the large lobby, while others made
their way out of the airport. Xuan was determined to get into
a taxi as soon as possible. After waiting for five minutes, he
boarded and passed an address to the taxi driver, taking in the
beauty of Texas. Xuan got a working visa for six months. He
wasn’t sure he could finish his assignment in time. After all,
he was a foreigner and might not have a warm welcome from
the Americans.

His mission was dear to him, and it would require many
hurdles to get it right. He peeked at the driver as the vehi‐
cle came to a halt. “We have arrived, sir.” The man flashed
him a smile. Xuan quickly paid him and exited. His residence
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was in an older part of the city. The neighbors examined him,
wondering why a stranger visited their secluded neigh‐
borhood.

As they passed by, Xuan smiled to them and bowed his head.
In front of his new home, the facade on the outside was
peeling off. Worn out from the long flight, he struggled to
take his suitcase up the stairs. Inside the house, the living
room was spacious, and the kitchen was visible, joining the
dining room. Xuan took his belongings to his room and
unpacked. Between his mats, rested a folder with information
of importance. Not minding the mess, he took the folder and
set it on the desk. Making himself comfortable, he went
through the preserved documents.

For Xuan, every day was a living hell. He held in so much
resentment in seeking revenge for his family. The papers
sprawled on the desk had the intelligence of the seven
soldiers he had to execute for what they've done. Those seven
men were the reason his family no longer existed. Xuan was
his own, there was no one to trust. 

The immigration checks were tough, but the result was incal‐
culable. Xuan had six months to complete his mission. It was
the only thing he lived for. The memories of his wife and
daughter being gone were still engraved in his heart. As Xuan
drifted in thought, he realized that he must focus on
the Intel. 
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The easiest target was Tim Marshall, a fucking slob who was
old and weak. Xuan had been following his trail for the last
year as Tim had regular stops at the emergency room for
unknown complications.

“Bastard,” Xuan mumbled to himself as he stared at Tim’s
photo. The profile had a work address and a social security
number. Somehow, if he tracked the number, he could get
more details on places of residency, bank information, and
other important details. For now, all Xuan had was a work‐
place, and it wouldn’t be easy to get him inside there. Ever
since Xuan stepped off the plane, only vengeance filled his
mind. There would be no rest until those men paid for what
they had done, for this eternal pain.

The next man was Ben Rogers who appeared to have a lot of
wealth. He owned many plots of land around the country.
Ben had three children and his second wife was much
younger than him. He often played at the most elite golf clubs
wherever he traveled. Xuan wondered about his wealth and
knew it was key to getting to him.

Matthew Jones was the third, a heavy gambler that lost his
home and was now renting out an apartment with his wife.
He has weekly visits to a psychiatrist, due to post-traumatic
stress disorder. 

Xuan took a sip of tea setting the three papers aside and
reading over the next one. Zachary Hamilton. Served after
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Vietnam as the right hand of the Major General and was
respected amongst his peers. Xuan's blood boiled in rage and
his indignation rose. He decided to not touch the remaining
files for the rest of the afternoon and go ahead with his
mission, believing it would be the only way to redemption.

His thoughts were cut off by a loud knock on the door. Setting
down the papers, he strolled to the wooden door. Peeking
through the peephole, he saw a woman in her late forties on
the patio smiling, waiting for the door to be opened. Xuan
paused, but ended up pulling the door open to meet her gaze. 

“Hi, I see you just moved here!" Her voice was high-
pitched and excited. 

“Yes, a few hours ago.”

“Well, I wanted to welcome you to the neighborhood.” She
handed him a gift wrapped box. Xuan thought it might be a
bomb because of its warmth.

“Right out of the oven.” Her teeth were glaringly white.

Xuan accepted it, not sure of her intentions. He had come
across many types of individuals through former business
dealings, but was never given a welcoming present. 

“Thank you.” He set the box down on a stand by the door.

“I’m Katherine,. It’s very nice to meet you," she said, offer‐
ing him her hand.
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Xuan smiled back and shook it. “Xuan,” he said, bashfully. 

“I'll see you around, and if you need anything, we are always
here.” She waved goodbye,. Xuan smirked while shutting the
door. He returned to his place, wondering if more than his
neighbors aware of his arrival. Studying the profiles of his last
two targets was troublesome. There were so many vague intri‐
cacies around their exact whereabouts. 

For the rest of the day, Xuan didn’t bother going outside. He
sipped on a few more cups of green tea, leaning on a table in
the living room, poring over all the information. As nightfall
fell, it was time for him to push through although he had little
rest.

It was the night of Tim’s birthday, and Xuan was deter‐
mined to keep a close eye on him. This was an opportunity
to slip into the party undetected as a waiter. Xuan prepared
for his night out wearing a black suit with a red tie. His
slicked back hair was too shiny because he overdid it with
the gel.

After closing the windows and locking the doors on the way
out, Xuan walked to the nearest taxi stand about a half mile
away. It was a busy evening, and the streets were overrun
with vehicles.  "Maybe I will have to buy a car," he thought
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Once he arrived at the station, he got inside the first taxi wait‐
ing. The driver started the engine and pulled off.

“Are you new in town?” the driver asked kindly, staring at
Xuan from the rear-view mirror. 

 “I just arrived this morning.” Xuan flashed a smile.’=

The driver nodded keeping his eyes on the road.  “It’s a lovely
place. I’m sure you will grow fond of it.” 

Xuan nodded. “I hope so.” Looking out the window, he real‐
ized they were now in the busiest part of the city with large
buildings surrounding them on both sides. 

After ten minutes, the driver said, “We’re here.”

Xuan snapped out of his thoughts and paid the driver, getting
out. It was the first time he would see Tim in years. The place
was a high-end restaurant and was already filled. Xuan chose
not to enter the front door and made his way to the side exit,
entering without being noticed. Upon entering, some waiters
looked at Xuan but continued doing their work. He strolled
past chef’s grill and headed to the lobby, looking around to see
if he recognized Tim.

As Xuan arrived, Tim and his wife came in the restaurant
holding hands. The crowd parted and greeted them. Tim
appeared much older than his profile picture, but his wife
looked the same age. The couple passed by Xuan and
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waved at everybody in the restaurant, thanking them for
coming. Xuan mixed in with the guests and approached a
table with a couple of men and women seated, lost in their
conversation. As he was about to introduce himself, a
younger man to his right spoke. “Excuse me. This seat
is taken.” 

“Just as I was about to introduce myself.” Xuan flashed a big
smile. “Xuan Lang.” The table went silent, turning their
attention to him. Xuan felt his blood boiling, expecting
humiliation. 

“Never heard that name before,” a man said in a cocky
manner.

A woman sitting on the opposite side added. “He's a stranger
in this town." 

"So, are you here for the auction, Xuan?” a man across the
table asked insultingly which set Xuan off. 

"Auction?" Xuan laughed. "You guys must be filthy rich."
Judging by his suit, Xuan was outside their league. The table
cheered at Xuan's response.

“What sort of business do you have, Xuan?” another man at
the end of the table asked.

“Herbs, I own an herb shop.” It was partly true. Back in Viet‐
nam, Xuan opened an herb shop, but he was forced to close it
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due to his unfortunate circumstances. The business would
flourish here in Texas. Excellent idea.

“And is this business of yours successful?”

The entire table laughed as the man asked.

“Why would I keep doing it if it wasn’t?” Xuan challenged
raising a brow.

The man smirked. “I see how it is. Maybe we can talk about it
more over dinner.”

The waiters were only serving drinks.

As the night went on, Xuan took notice of the dimming lights.

Tim walked to the podium with his wife by his side.

“Finally, it’s starting.” A woman clasped her hands together
in excitement. She looked to be a friend of Tim’s wife.

Xuan’s eyes were fixed on Tim and his wife. He studied their
every move and ignored the cheers from the table.

“Ladies, Gentleman.” Tim seemed happy. Having a strong
grip on the microphone, he looked into the crowd. “I am
thrilled you could join me tonight.”

As Xuan carefully listened, he raised his head trying to get a
better glimpse of the artifacts.

Expensive paintings were fixed on the sides.
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"We will start the auction now." His wife spoke with a grin.

The crowd went silent patiently waiting to bid. At that
moment, Xuan thought the most obvious way to get close to
the family and friends would be to buy almost everything. He
had leftover money on his bank account and hoped it would
be enough to cover the price. It was the only way to start a
friendship, and he was willing to do anything.

“First up is the Marionette Vase,” Tim announced pointing to
the side, where the object was placed. It looked like some‐
thing out of the previous century, but he kept quiet, as it
wasn’t anything he wanted to spend a dime on.

“Eight hundred dollars!” The words echoed through the hall.

“Nine!” the woman behind him offered, and Xuan could hear
her husband’s disapproval.

“Nine hundred dollars.” Tim pointed at her.

“One thousand!” a voice from another table spoke and
quickly after another followed.

“One thousand and two hundred!”

Pathetic. So much for an object with such little importance.

“Sold!” The woman cheered clapping her hands.

Next up was a painting, which resembled something his wife
would’ve painted. It brought him back to the happy moments,
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recalling the times he was spending time with his wife and
daughter. He couldn’t let this reminder slip away from him.

“Starting at five hundred dollars.”

“Six hundred!” the man next to him stated.

Xuan gave him a quick glance;. He needed to get his hands on
the painting. “Seven hundred!” Xuan raised his hand.

Everybody turned their attention to him, a new face gath‐
ering their interest. 

The interest soon faded when another voice chirped in.
“Nine hundred.”

This came as a shock to Xuan. He never thought something
like that would get so many high bids, but he continued
without any second thoughts. “One thousand.” Xuan liked a
challenge. And for sure he would not give up easily.

There were no bidders after him. Satisfied, he turned around
and poured himself a glass of wine.

“Sold!” Tim announced, impressed.

Xuan raised his glass to thank him for having a wide smile on
his face. The painting was his property now.

The auction went on for some time, and Xuan was able to
make friends at the table. Unfortunately, he still couldn’t get a
hold of Tim, although he kept an eye on him all night.  
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“All the new owners of the artifacts may proceed this way.”
Tim’s wife announced,.

Xuan got up instantly, following everybody to the back door.
He along with four other people entered a smaller room,
filled with the items they had bought.

“Congratulations, I’m Anna.” Tim’s wife introduced herself
as she stopped right in front of the objects.

They all thanked her together, as she offered them drinks.
After pacing around awkwardly, the woman noticed Xuan
was by himself, so she offered to keep him company. “You
chose one of my dearest pieces.” Her wide grin flashed.

He almost choked on his wine and wiped his mouth quickly.
It made her laugh, and he set his glass down turning his atten‐
tion to her. “I will make sure to cherish it then.” Xuan bowed
his head to her respectfully.

“My husband pushed me into selling it. We’ve been in some
financial problems as of late.”

He was surprised she was so straightforward, but it was
noticeable she regretted admitting. “I shouldn’t have said
that.” she said, her chuckle echoing.

“It’s fine by me. We are all human. We can afford to make
mistakes, and every one of us has financial problems some‐
times in life.”
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Anna seemed taken aback by his sincerity. “Well, now I’m
sure my secret is safe with you.”

“You have my word.” Xuan smiled back at her. Tim had
financial problems. That information would serve him well.
Xuan would have to figure out how to use that weakness
against Tim. Their conversation was cut off by her husband.
Tim grabbed her by the waist and pulled her towards him.

“You must be Xuan Lang.” Tim stared him down.

“That’s right.”

“My wife and I would like to invite you to come to dinner
tomorrow. All the winners of the auction will come. It would
be a shame if you didn’t.” He was looking more at his wife
than Xuan, however.

When Xuan cleared his throat, Tim looked up.

“I will think about it, thank you for your offer.”

For some reason Tim didn’t want him anywhere near his
wife. Xuan decided to walk around, meeting the other
bidders. He couldn’t possibly miss the best chance of getting
to know Tim. Afterward, he though he left an awful first
impression because it seemed like he was flirting with
his wife.

Tired, Xuan said his goodbyes and took a taxi back home. The
rest of his night was a bore. Eventually, he went to sleep
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thinking about the dinner that was supposed to take place the
next day.

This isn’t a really compelling first chapter. I think you waste a
lot of time on things that are unimportant to the story. I
recommend starting at the auction. Set the scene by
describing the restaurant. Don’t have him come looking to be
a waiter. Fill out the details a little better and then you can
drop the backstory in a bit. Have you ever gone to an auction
like this one? See if you can find one and watch it to get an
idea of what it’s like. A lot of times the people are allowed to
wander around the auction before it starts. That would be a
good way to see the world through Xuan’s eyes and drop in
the back story about his mission.
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THE DISGUISE

Picking out the best suit was sometimes a struggle. Xuan was
nowhere near ready.  His room was a complete mess. His gut
was filled with regret because he didn’t pack enough formal
attire. At the end, he chose to wear the suit he last wore at the
funeral of his dearest wife and daughter.

Xuan was seeking revenge for the murder of his wife and
daughter. One year ago, his wife was raped by seven Amer‐
ican soldiers although one of them was Vietnamese. His
daughter was wrongfully murdered.

The war did him no good, and it only left unbearable scars he
had to live with every single day. Putting on the suit was one.
The last time he wore it was at their funeral. It reminded him
of his both angels but as much as it hurt him he had to pursue
his revenge.
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Sighing, he buttoned his tuxedo and straightened his pose in
front of the mirror. He looked presentable and ready to make
a good impression.  Once again, he took a cab to reach his
destination, another day of him not speaking a word to the
neighbors and They didn’t like it.

Various cars were parked in the driveway that seemed to be a
decent size. Due to traffic he couldn’t help but being fifteen
minutes late, but the owners didn’t seem to mind and
welcomed him with a huge grin on their faces.

“We’ve been expecting you Xuan.” Anna embraced him in a
hug once he passed the gate. Tim shook his hand.  

“Traffic.” Xuan simply answered, expecting them to
understand.

Just as he expected, Anna urged him to come inside. Their
house seemed more of a mansion, and it seemed strange that
someone who had financial problems lived there.

Jazz was playing in the background. He heard laughter as
well. Although Anna mentioned some people from the
auction were invited, she didn’t point out that there were
others at the table who weren’t at the auction.  Xuan recog‐
nized some distinct faces.

His breathing hitched when he spotted four of the men
responsible for the death of his daughter and wife. They were
seated at the table, laughing together.
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What about the other three? His mind traveled back to the
papers he left behind on the table. Joshua Warren, Ronald
Ravens, and Duong Gian. The last man was Vietnamese, and
he was an accomplice of the other 6. Doug was the main one
responsible for the raping of Xuan’s dear wife.

“Have a seat.” Anna snapped him back to reality, taking out a
chair for him on the opposite side of the four devils.  He grad‐
ually accepted it and sat down not being able to look up. The
feeling in his gut was unsettling, and he was disturbed
because of his thoughts. All he wanted was to lunge at them
and stab them. He was in no position to do that, and he tried
his best to calm down.  

He sat in silence, eavesdropping their conversation. Tim and
Anna joined then at the table, calling everybody to raise their
glasses. “Here’s to new friendships.”

The gentlemen stopped their conversation and got up to
their feet.

“Cheers to that,” Zachary spoke with a wide grin on his face.

Everybody agreed,.

What an opportunity to get closer to them, he thought, satis‐
faction flooding through him..

“Now, I hope the food is to your preference. Anna tried her
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best here.” Tim hugged his wife in appreciation, flaunting her
talent on the table.

Xuan had second thoughts. The woman didn’t seem like the
type to know how to cook a proper meal, but then again looks
could deceive. 

“It smells delicious.” Ben stared at the food.

“Dig in gentleman,” Anna said.

Xuan filled his plate with beef and mashed potatoes along
with some dressing and salad, not wanting to offend Anna.
He took a bite and was instantly disgusted. Her cooking was
nowhere near his wife's. It seemed as if she paid some chefs
with terrible cooking skills. He gulped down the food
dissolved in his mouth. Almost gagging, he shut his eyes.

“Do you like it, Xuan?”

Tim made a strange face, even himself having second
thoughts about his wife’s food.

He had the urge to spit it out, but as soon as they shared
glances, he kindly nodded. “One of the best meals I’ve had in
a while,” Xuan lied straight to his face and broke their stare.

“I’m flattered, you’ve just made my day.” Anna giggled to
herself, and Tim noticed her reaction.
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He seemed bothered and cleared his throat. “Gentlemen, you
still haven’t told me about the projects you’ve been working
on.” His attention focused on the three cowards sitting on the
opposite side of Xuan.

“Don’t act as if you don’t know it. We’ve all been struggling,
but I think we will open the company soon.” Matthew joked
and wiped his mouth with the cloth resting on the table.
Silence filled the table, and it was the perfect opportunity for
Xuan to start his conversation.

“What kind of company?” He was slightly curious, but in
general, he just wanted to have a good opener, it was the first
impression after all. It caught their attention as they all darted
their eyes on him. Anna returned to her plate, stuffing her
mouth with more food, not wanting to be a part of the
conversation.

“A car company,” Zachary answered, not giving him much
information.

“That’s a smart business. Do you think it could work?” Xuan
hoped they wouldn’t take offense and start off on the
wrong foot.

“Why wouldn’t it? It may flourish, especially at these times.”
Zachary followed up quickly. “I have to admit there is a lot of
work right at the beginning.”
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Xuan focused on the food, forcing another bite down his
throat. He did not know cars, but he wanted to get the best
out of the conversation. It looked like they got off on the
wrong foot, and had a different mindset surrounding the
business.

“That’s why I have these two by my side.” Zachary grinned as
he hugged them both by the shoulders, pulling them closer.

Xuan nodded, feeling defeated. He wanted to change the
subject. Having a car company wasn’t an easy task, and he
wondered where they got the money from. The insurance
company sponsoring them had to be loaded with cash.

“Hopefully, I’ll find someone as trustworthy as your friends
before I die.” He said, giving out a compliment he didn’t
mean to.

“I truly hope you do,” Matthew answered, with a kind smile.

“I'm Xuan Lang.”

“Where are you from?” Ben asked, seemingly intimidated by
his name.

“The Philippines,” Xuan lied again. He was getting better
at it. 

“What work do you have here in America?” Matthew asked.
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Xuan didn’t like to talk about himself and was uncomfortable
at their imposing. “I’m opening an herb shop.” His job was
rather ordinary compared to theirs, and he expected them
to laugh.

“That’s an odd career for a man your age,” Matthew stated.
They were only a couple of years younger than him, so it was
funny how they talked to him. He had to fight the urge to lose
his patience.

“It truly is, but I have a passion for it.” He met their eyes smil‐
ing. For Xuan, dinner seemed like it was decades long, but it
only went on for an hour more. Just as he was about to leave
Zachary came to his side, which surprised him.

“Xuan, we would be honored if you could spare time this
week and accompany us to the golf club.” Unsettling thoughts
engraved in his head. Why was he being invited after the way
they treated him.

“We would like to express how sorry we are for treating you
the way we did.” He offered him a kind smile.

Xuan was taken aback by the offer and didn’t even think of
them as those kinds of people. Maybe they were faking it, he
thought. “Your apology is accepted. I will think about it.” He
said goodbye to everyone.

He held his head up, not giving into their manipulations.
Meeting them in person justified his revenge, and now he was
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even more ready than he was before. He was driven, and
willing to do anything to avenge his loved ones.

Eventually, he got back home. Turning on the radio, he fell
asleep while soft music played in the background. Tomorrow
was another day to be productive and another chance to
fulfill his mission.

He was woken up by loud bangs coming from the door. Still
in his pajamas, Xuan tried his best to recollect himself and
stormed downstairs.  He swung open the door, revealing his
neighbor Katherine.

“Xuan, I didn’t mean to bother you.” She seemed puzzled
because he was still in his robe. “Oh no Katherine, it’s fine.
What do you need?” Xuan grabbed the handle of the door
and rested his body on it, patiently waiting for her answer.

“The previous owners couldn’t get a hold of you yesterday.”
She took out a folder out of her bag.

“I’ve been pretty busy these days, did they leave me a
message?”

“Well, they said the house comes in a package deal with the
store they also owned down the street.” She smiled kindly.

“A store? Why didn’t I know this before?” He opened the
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door more this time inviting her in.  His house was neatly
arranged, but the boxes of Chinese food were sprawled on the
living room table. “Sorry for the mess, I didn’t expect guests.”
He set the boxed aside and pointed at the sofa for her to
sit down.

“It’s fine.” She quickly opened the folder, taking out various
of documents. “The owners had a convenience store, but
their business failed. Let’s say they weren’t discerning with
their products.” She raised both of her eyebrows in disap‐
pointment.

Xuan grew curious about what happened to them. It looked
like she wasn’t fond of them.

“Is the store near my house?” Xuan crossed his legs resting his
head on his hand.

“Yes, just down the street, but I admit it needs a little fixing.”
She chuckled handing him the papers. “You will need to
provide me with a signature down there.” She pointed at the
end.  After reading everything, Xuan agreed to the conditions
and wasted no time on signing.

He accepted the offer, although he could've said no. After all,
it was another responsibility. Katherine said her goodbyes and
left the papers on the table. She said he couldn't miss the store
if he went to find it. It was the perfect opportunity to open an
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herb shop. Satisfied, he poured himself a cup of coffee,
settling down in front of the TV.

He had retired from his job in Vietnam five years ago. After
that, he nestled to his everyday life and kept looking forward
to his pension money every month. He was a simple man, but
destiny played with him. Many times he blamed God for his
unfortunate events. But if he wanted his heart to remain calm
for the rest of his life, he had to do what was right, and in this
case, destroy those who destroyed the dearest to him.

For the rest of the day, he knew he had nothing to do and
noticed Katherine left the keys of the convenience store on
the counter. Xuan was eager to know what condition they left
the place, and the reason why they left the neighborhood.

Putting on his coat, he grabbed the keys and locked the front
door, making his way down the road. It should have been easy
to find, but as he kept going, it was nowhere to be found.

Maybe he was on the wrong road? Xuan thought, already
regretting his decision on leaving his house. He gave it another
chance and walked a couple of steps more, noticing big bold
letters engraved on a local store, which seemed to be closed. It
had to be it. He fumbled the keys in his grip, excited to get in.

The key went in easily and before he knew it, he was inside,
looking around in every corner of the place. It was filled with
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dust, and he already knew it would require a lot of work. Was
he willing to do it? Was Katherine up to help him? Hundreds
of questions circled in his head, but most of all he wondered if
it had a chance turn it into an herb shop.

Xuan knew a lot about herbs. He graduated college and
studied a lot about herbalism in Vietnam. The vision of the
place was already engraved in his mind. He already had a lot
of plans on turning this place into heaven. Then his mind
traveled to the customers. Would he have any? This place
seemed peaceful, and there were no pharmacies around, , so it
would be a perfect opportunity.

Old boxes were stacked together in the back room, almost
tumbling over when he opened the back door. The place
needed a lot of renovating. The room was smaller than the
previously open space. The paint on the walls was peeling
off, but there was a sink and other important necessities. He
couldn’t stand the mess so he started replacing the boxes on
top of one another, pushing them aside to stacked neatly in
the corner.

“Xuan!?”

Katherine's voice startled him and made him jump back. Her
arms were occupied with plastic bags. He guessed she went
grocery shopping.
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“You scared me.” He chuckled dusting off his hands and
turning to her.

“Sorry, I passed by and saw it was unlocked. It scared me. I
didn’t think you would come here straight away. I'm
impressed by your dedication. I thought you would leave it be
and not want to do anything with this place, for sure you
proved me wrong."

“How could I not?” He passed her to the bigger area, where
the cash register was resting. “This could be put to use,” he
mumbled to himself. As much as it had negative sides, the
positive ones were radiating. If he placed a little work into it,
he could turn it into a wonderful place.

“You’re right. It’s a fantastic business, if you could open up
something.” She followed behind looking around.

“I’m planning on opening an herb shop. You don’t have it
around here, do you?”

“Oh my, no, but it’s a wonderful idea. I’m sure it would work
out for you.” She clasped her hands together, setting aside the
bags. “I will share the word for you. I know everyone in this
neighborhood.”

For the first time Xuan felt genuinely happy, but the second
he remembered his family the image crippled down.
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“I will help you. Where should I start?” She twisted up her
sleeves placing her hands on her hips, ready for orders.

“There is a lot of dirt on these tiles.” Xuan pointed at the
floor. After listening to what he wanted done, she left to pick
out various bleaches from home. Xuan knew it would be a
long day.

He continued doing the work on his own until she came back.
Water wasn’t running at the back, and the sink was clogged.
After many tries to unclog it, it was useless.

He let out a loud sigh and sat down on one of the stools,
wiping his forehead. The door opening caught his attention,
and he saw Katherine walking in with a pair of gloves fully
equipped to start cleaning.

“Isn’t this a bit over the top?” he asked, chuckling.

“Not at all, have you seen this place?” She set the bucket
down, placing her hands on her hips, inspecting the place.

“It’s not as bad as you think it is.”

“I came here to help.” She started by clearing out the boxes,
carrying them outside. Then the storage shelves were next,
clearing out the outdated food in cans from it. Xuan did the
easiest job, he swept both of the rooms and then gathered the
trash in the boxes.

Eventually, they were done cleaning up, he was tired even
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though he didn't work as hard as Katherine did. He invited
her over for coffee. She accepted his offer, and they had a nice
night talking with each other. Xuan didn’t reveal much about
his past, and was only determined to know more about her
and the others in the neighborhood.

Katherine told him she was working as a nurse at the local
hospital, and had two kids who went to college. Her husband
was a bank accountant who was barely home and always
focused on his work.  Xuan lied to her saying his family was
back in Vietnam. The two had a long chat, but after some
time she left. She was a nice person, although he wasn’t able
to fully trust her. It was a mistake inviting her over. He
couldn't risk anyone getting close to him.

Xuan debated whether he should go to the golf court. He
came up with many excuses. He never wanted to see their
faces again, but he had to do it. There was a problem, though.
Xuan had no equipment suitable for the event, and the only
thing he owned was a polo shirt.

His room was a mess. When his house phone rang, echoing
through the walls, it gathered his attention.  He stumbled on
his way down the staircase and while running to the phone.

“Hello?”
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“Xuan?”

He recognized that voice. it belonged to Zachary Hamilton. 

 “Zachary.” He calmly responded, although he was freaking
out. How did he get his number?

“I’m calling to make sure if you’re coming at six?”

There was silence on the line and then Xuan cleared his
throat. “Um yeah, sure I am.” He had second thoughts. They
thought of him as a man of a higher class, and now it would
all go down the drain. He didn’t even know how to play golf.

“All right, I’ll see you there,” Zachary replied, sounding
excited.

Before he hung up, Xuan cut him off. “Wait, how did you get
this number?”

“I asked Tim for it. He had some information about you when
you applied to the auction.” Xuan nodded to himself. He
indeed wrote information about Xuan, but never thought Tim
would give it away to someone. “See you, Zach.” He hung up
the phone and rushed back to his room, returning to the
closet. Xuan was annoyed that he still didn’t have a clear plan
on how he was going to get rid of all seven of them. They had
to pay somehow, and the only way was with death. He put on
his only polo shirt and would leave the equipment up to
Zachary.  After getting ready for many hours more, he was all
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dressed up and ready to leave. The afternoon was pleasant,
and it was suitable for an outing, but he was doing that with
his least favorite individuals. Never did he expect he would
come to this point.

The golf club was a couple of miles away. It was surprisingly
easy to get there, and by the looks of it, it was inside an elite
building. The very top of the hierarchy. He fastened his bag
over his shoulder and walked in, keeping his head high.

The view inside was phenomenal. The high ceiling was
divine, and all the staff had welcoming smiles on their faces.
Xuan didn’t have an idea where he was headed and didn’t
have any way to contact Zachary, to let him know he arrived.
He just stood there by the receptionist desk, patiently waiting
if some guys would notice him upon their arrival. 

For almost fifteen minutes, many people passed but none of
those who he was supposed to meet. With time he became
vexed, and started questioning himself why he hadn’t left yet.
But although he kept talking to himself, he still waited
for them.

“Xuan!” Matthew called.

He quickly turned around noticing seven men at the entrance
of the building. Joshua, Ronald, Ben, Matthew, Tim, Zachary
and Duong Gian himself.

He was taken aback by the presence of the last man, tumbling
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back on his steps as the vivid memory struck his mind. His
heart tightened, and it caused him to grip his chest forcefully.
It was real. Those men were standing in front of him with no
shame. Although they did not know who he was, he still
couldn’t believe they could show their faces everywhere.
Nobody knew what they had done, and Xuan planned to
reveal it.

“Good day, gentlemen.” He forced himself to speak as they
got closer. They studied his moves, focusing on his voice.

“Are you ready?” Zachary giggled.

The others joined him, judging his outfit. Right away he
knew they were making fun of his outfit. They were dressed
in white matching pants and polo shirts. Some wore suitable
hats and others, gloves.

“You may be dressed appropriately, but I have the skills.” The
joke seemed lifeless, but it turned out he could get them
to smile.

“Good one, Xuan,” Matthew added grabbing him by the
shoulder. He made eye contact with the others he hadn’t met
before.

The grins on their faces seemed out of spite, but Xuan offered
them a hand. “Xuan Lang.” He spoke looking at them straight
in the eye. There was no backing down at this point, he was
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in a dangerous game, and the seven sinners were the players.
He was the one deciding their fate.

“Joshua Warren.” He was a man with blonde hair and bright
blue eyes. By the looks, he seemed bitter and as if he had a
bad day.

Xuan continued to the second one on his left.

“I am Ronald Ravens.” The man introduced himself taking
his hand with both of his hands. He had a wrinkled face, but
he seemed kind.

Xuan had second thoughts on turning to the last one, but he
had to. It would seem strange if he didn’t.

“Duong Gian.”

Right away he recognized the Vietnamese accent. Xuan stut‐
tered on his words, overwhelmed by the situation. He wasn’t
so sure if he could continue with his day, accompanied by
these men.

“This way,” Tim announced and walked away from the hall,
near the sliding doors of the patio. Tim carried equipment with
him along with various keys. The group followed closely behind
and the minute they were out, the green field came into view.

Xuan stared into the distance, in awe at the lovely view he
was experiencing. The others weren’t impressed, and he
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knew this wasn’t their first time on a golf court. They all
walked down the long set of stairs nearing the parked golf
carts on the side. Xuan jumped in behind Zachary and Tim,
next to Joshua. The others drove ahead of them.

He used the opportunity to take in his surroundings. The
endless view was staggering it almost left him in a daze. But
the warm sunny day got the better of him. It was hotter than
usual, and it was perfect for a game like golf. As they neared
their location, he grew curious as to where they learned to
play. More so, where they got their wealth. Golf wasn’t a
cheap sport, but it was settled he wouldn’t have to pay a
penny for their outing on the field.

“Do you know how to play Xuan?” Tim asked from the
front seat.

“I don’t, but I can learn something from you today.” In all
honesty, he didn’t want to lie and ruin the game for his
teammates.

“It’s easy. You just need to get the ball into the hole.” Tim and
Zachary laughed at Joshua’s explanation.

“It’s settled then; I’m in for a challenge.”

They laughed together at Xuan’s remark. The day started on
a positive note. It was up to them how it would proceed.

The cart came to a halt, and the group jumped out, carrying
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their equipment. “Finally, we get to do a rematch,” Ben
shouted from the other cart, fast with his moves on getting
out. They all gathered together in a circle and then divided
into teams.

“I think we should divide the traditional way. We can just
add Xuan to our team,” Matthew spoke, and everybody
agreed.

Xuan was convinced they would lose because of him. He
wasn’t very good at these games.

“I see you got lucky.” Duong came to his side and sent chills
down his spine. He wasn’t expecting him, more so starting a
conversation.

“Let the best team win,” he quickly responded, not giving
him the pleasure of not having an answer.

“You are first. Set the ball,” Tim instructed them. Xuan was
paired up with Matthew, Tim and Joshua. Ronald, Duong,
Ben and Zachary were their opponents. For sure it would be a
blast. It was a perfect chance for Xuan to get to know more
about their lives and what they did for a living. 

The game consisted of eighteen holes for each player, and it
was going to be a long day. Ben was the first one to start, and
he set the golf ball on the tee. Gripping his golf club tightly,
he focused on it while sweating.
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What an icebreaker, Xuan thought to himself.

After a few seconds, Ben hit the ball and it landed gradually
near to the hole, almost getting in. Everyone clapped, and
some of his teammates cheered him on.

“I see you got better than the last time.” Joshua laughed
clasping his hands together.

They continued the game, and eventually, it was Xuan’s turn.
He held a golf club for the first time. He followed the instruc‐
tions of the others and mimicked the way the other’s gripped
the stick. The wedge was near the ball, and it only remained
for him to strike it. Xuan calculated the distance from the ball
to the hole, and from that determined the force of his strike.
Fortunately, it wasn’t too far away, and he could see it easily,
he didn’t wait much, and he stroked it away from him. The
ball flew across the little space left between and landed in a
seeming distance from his target. He was almost there.

His teammates were surprised and clapped for him. Zachary
whistled at his little accomplishment. So many fake emotions,
he thought. As he set his thoughts aside, he focused on his
other move, and it was getting the ball inside the hole. Setting
his thoughts aside, he took steps towards the little object and
gave it some thought before striking again.

After Xuan got the ball into the hole, it was Tim's turn. Xuan
didn't pay much attention and turned to eavesdrop on
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Joshua's conversation with Duong. They seemed to be talking
about something important, and Xuan took part.

"I already started the shipment. It will reach Vietnam in
about two to three days tops." Duong lowered his tone as he
saw Xuan getting closer. They both cleared their throats and
Xuan was eaten alive by his curiosity. He was determined to
find out what they were talking about.

"I'm impressed. An amazing job for an old hag, am I right?"
Xuan joked about himself, which made them laugh. While
the others played, the three chatted. 

“Don’t joke around like that Xuan. We’ve already accepted
you in the group which could tear our image apart.” The
three laughed together at Joshua’s remark. To be seen with
them was such a shameful thing to do if he had the chance he
would kill them right then and there, but he let himself go
with his planned strategy.

“Duong!” Ben called. “It’s your turn.”

Duong flashed a wide smile, excited to show what he could
do and strolled towards the resting ball preparing himself. He
gave everyone a show, striking the ball right in the hole
without pausing. Surely, he knew a lot about this sport, Xuan
admitted Duong was the best player in the group. 

Everyone clapped, and after many turns, they were almost at
the end of the game. Tired and sweaty they were at their last
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location on the green field, and the sun was setting. The game
was thrilling, but tiresome for an older man like Xuan. He
couldn’t wait to go home and go to sleep.

Tim was the last to go, and to their dismay ended it with a
total miss, leaving the other team to win. His first target
seemed disappointed at himself, and Xuan walked towards
him trying his best to comfort him.

Later that day, they all went their separate ways. However,
Tim invited him for a drink at his house. As much as he didn’t
want to go, he accepted the invitation.

When they pulled up to his parking lot, he noticed the
dimmed lights in the living room, his wife Anna was home.
Another session of her bothering him with her endless talks.
They got out of the car and waited for his wife to open up the
door.  Strangely she took a bit too much to do so, the ruckus
was heard from inside. As if someone was there with her,
keeping her company. Almost instantly Tim suspected his
wife of cheating, banging on the door countless of times.

“Anna! Open up right now!” Tim burst into the house,
kicking the door open and ]gawking at the peculiar
encounter.

Anna was half naked, tying on her robe. Another man was
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leaving out of the window on the other side of the room. She
widened her eyes at the sight of Tim, freezing in place. The
man fled the scene along with his clothes tightly in his hands.

“What have you done?” Tim yelled.

“Tim, please I can explain.” Anna stumbled over her words as
she picked up the remaining clothing from the couch. Xuan
watched intently in confusion. He thought it was an intimate
moment for him to intervene, but he wasn’t sure if he was
supposed to speak.

“You have nothing to explain. Save yourself the embarrass‐
ment. How could you do this to me?” His voice broke. Tim
was about to cry, and Xuan couldn’t believe his eyes. He
didn’t seem like someone emotional.

“He is just a co-worker.”

“I don’t care what he is. This is my house, and you don’t get to
disrespect me like this.” He pointed upstairs. “Pick up your
stuff and get out of my house!”

Eventually, he broke down and sat down on the couch on
which she had been making love to the other man. Xuan
remained standing, not believing what he had just witnessed.
Even thinking, maybe he deserved it. At that moment, Xuan
had the urge to smile. He had it coming.

Anna came down the stairs, mascara smeared down her eyes
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by all the crying she had done. “I love you, Tim.” Those were
her last words before she took off. The scene worsened by the
second. Tim wept, and Xuan had no choice but to sit down
next to him, comforting him for the second time.

“Listen, it will get better. I can assure you.” He tapped his
back soothing him with his words. It was useless. Tim was
broken. The man didn’t answer him and rested his head on
his hands, breathing out heavily.

“It won’t Xuan; she is the only woman I love more than my
life.” he croaked.

“Sometimes you need to learn how to let go, and this is one of
those times. Women like her don’t deserve your love. I’m sure
you will find someone worth your time,” he whispered. The
wind rushed in from the wide-open door, Xuan couldn’t help
but close it shut.

The rest of the night passed in sorrow, Tim crying over his
lost wife and Xuan patiently listening, tired out of his mind.
He took advantage of the situation, to peek into his room and
roam through his drawers while Tim was in the living room
bawling his eyes.

Tim had various documents of bank transfers to his wife,
many cars bought and jewelry. Xuan remembered the chat he
had with Anna, her confessing about their financial problems.
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It was all true. Tim wasted his money on her and ended up
being in debt. She must’ve been a hell of a woman.

After snooping around, Xuan went down to find Tim still in
the same position. His vulnerability was to his advantage, and
it was a step further into his plan. Killing him off was an easy
task at that point.

“Tim I’m sorry, but I need to leave.” Tim understood and
accompanied him to the door not being able to utter a single
word. Xuan faked his empathy, and with a single goodbye, he
left. It was for sure going to be a long road ahead.
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HARD TO KILL

After many sleepless nights, Xuan had finally finished the
planning of his first kill. It was harder than he had first
expected. Two weeks had passed since he visited Tim and the
uncomfortable situation with his wife.

There wasn't another get-together. Xuan was glad there
wasn't. That would mean they would invite him, and it was
bothersome going out again, let alone with them.

He would act today. The time has come for the first bastard to
pay his price. Earlier that week, Xuan got a gun permit,
because of his non-immigrant alien status he got no trouble
getting a hold of it, and almost immediately bought himself
one he would use on all seven.

Xuan studied the pistol on the table. He was ready to leave,
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but as soon as he put on his coat, someone rang the doorbell.
He scrunched his eyebrows in confusion and opened the
door. It was Katherine, again.

“Xuan, sorry to bother you. Can I ask a favor?” She seemed to
be in a rush.

“Yes, sure, go ahead.” He felt worried. Her face was
different.

“My son is over for the weekend, and his temperature won’t
seem to go down.” She breathed out heavily switching her
weight on both of her feet, not being steady.

“Let’s go.” He urged her, quickly following behind as she
walked fast. Xuan had never seen her so worried. They
reached her house, and it was the first time he had visited.
Her son's room was on the very end of the hall, and he was
laying down barely breathing.

“I gave him medication, but it doesn’t stay down.” She gave
Xuan a chair so he could sit down and inspect him. Her
worrying reminded him of his daughter. They had an
unbreakable bond they held for years until someone out of
the blue ended it. She was his only gem and the light of his
life. He missed her more than anything. And it was all
because of those bastards. They were to blame. Why did they
have to send her off without his permission? There was no
greater pain than a parent losing his child. It Is why Xuan
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would try his best to save the life of Katherine’s son, even
though they meant nothing to him.

“I have some herbs that might help here.” She handed him
over a plastic bag filled with various herbs. The first thing he
noticed was the White Willow. The plant had been used
thousands of years ago by Chinese physicians. Strangely, she
had the rare herb in her house.

“You will need to make him some tea with this White
Willow.” He handed her the herb, and she rushed to the
kitchen making the drink. After finding Yarrow, he joined her
in the kitchen gathering ingredients to make another remedy.
He picked up an elderflower, peppermint, boneset, cayenne,
and ginger. The perfect combination to soothe her son's fever.

Katherine was done with the tea and wasted no time in giving
it to her son. Xuan did the same, and at last, he gave reaction
as his sweat decreased. Katherine jumped up in joy; he was
getting better.

Xuan excused himself and wished her son a better recovery.
As much as he wanted to stay a little more and keep them
company, he had to finish his plan and what he was supposed
to do that day.

He had no intention of meeting up with him, but he was
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determined to follow him on his way back from work. He
guessed he would pass a dark alleyway and it would be the
perfect opportunity to take him down.

Xuan didn’t return to his house and went straight ahead to
Tim’s workplace. He waited outside the building watching
people as they passed by.

His long coat didn't stop him from getting cold by the strong
wind. Tim had no plans on getting out just yet. Xuan was
stuck out in the cold for hours. Although the other day was
quite warm, America and its weather were bipolar, and he
still had to get used to it.

A little boy tried selling him a newspaper. He kindly
declined, not having any money on him, but he didn't want to
offend him. The hours seemed like days, and finally, after
waiting for a bit more, Tim appeared at the entrance, looking
distressed. His hair was messy, and his tie was out of place. As
if he had some special time with one of his co-workers.

His face was filled with worry, and his steps were long and
quick. He repeatedly looked behind him, expecting someone
to come after him. But the second he came down to the last
stair, Xuan followed behind him. He hoped he wouldn't
change his route back home and walk across the alleyway.

Xuan was silent and made no sound, his steps were quick,
and the small distance between them made it easier for him to
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catch Tim. The pistol on his belt was cold against his skin
sending shivers down his spine. It would be his first murder,
and he felt nervous and scared at the same time.

Tim took a swift turn down another street, it caught Xuan off
guard and almost collided with a street sign. His steps made a
ruckus, and when it caught Tim's attention, he quickly hid
behind a near dumpster. After waiting couple of seconds, he
heard him continue with his pace. The moment was getting
close as they were getting nearby the alleyway. Xuan
applauded his skills in hiding. Few could pull it off.

He continued following closely behind, Tim was getting in
the decisive alley. Xuan checked his surroundings, there
wasn’t anyone behind him, and the streets were empty,
making it easy to escape.

Getting closer, he wasted no time in taking out his pistol and
pointing at the back of Tim, the cold barrel pressed up against
the back of his head. The man froze in place placing his
hands in the air in defense. There was no saving you now.
Xuan smirked to himself only thinking about the bastard’s
final moments.

Tim turned around facing Xuan. His eyes widened at the
sight of him, and the heart breaking pain was clear on his face
from the betrayal he had just experienced.

“What are you doing?” he asked in a panic, not expecting
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Xuan to have him at pistol point. Their eyes met. Pain and
sorrow engraved in Tim’s, anger and loathing on Xuan’s. Both
of their worlds seemed to collide in the strangest manner, the
acquaintance was now turned to dust.

“You will pay for what you had done.” Xuan’s voice trembled
out of anger, getting a hold of his first victim. He ignored his
never-ending cries, Tim’s words echoed in his mind, ques‐
tioning what he had done to deserve this punishment.

“My wife, my daughter.” Xuan pulled out an image of the two
out of his pocket, flashing it to him. Tim was at loss of words
as his eyes scanned the picture. He recognized them, being
too ashamed to meet his eyes he stared at the ground. The
crying only got louder by the second.

“What do you have to say about yourself, you bastard?” He
yelled out, regretting he hadn’t already shot him.

“I’m sorry, please don’t do it.” Tim dropped to his knees,
sobbing loudly not being able to stop. “We were all drunk. It
wasn't my idea.” Xuan shook his head in disbelief, not buying
his story. It clarified nothing, it only worsened the situation.

“Well this is my initiative.” With his last words, Xuan shot
Tim straight in the head. His body slammed on the cold
cement. He stared at his lifeless body, enjoying the scene.
Tomorrow, the news would be flooded with the tragic death
of Tim Marshall. And no one would suspect Xuan.
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He was quickly out of the scene, making his way home, satis‐
fied with the outcome. His first murder was a well-deserved
one, but he promised himself the other’s would be more
extreme as he would torture them into admitting their sins.

The first step of the long-awaited justice was served. There
was no stopping there and the same destiny would encounter
the other six people on his black list.

Xuan exhaled in frustration as he gradually walked in the
crowded mall. Two days had passed from getting rid of his
first victim, and he came back to his daily life taking a slight
break. He had an idea to buy Katherine’s son a watch, and he
encountered himself some trouble finding one.  It was almost
impossible to find the perfect one.

The mall was huge, and Xuan was only on his third store. He
was angry because he couldn’t find a well-fitted one, so he
just strolled to the last floor. He entered a shop filled with not
only watches, but various types of jewelry. Waiting in line, he
took a chance to look around and see if he liked something on
the shelves. The gentleman in front of him was done with his
shopping and stepped aside.

The lady behind the desk greeted him, and Xuan went
straight to the point. “I’m tired of searching this whole place
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can you show me your best watch,” he pleaded, not expecting
much, but still giving it a chance.

“Of course, sir.” She smiled at him and went to the back,
taking over two minutes. The man waited, and in no time she
was back, carrying a black box. “This is the most expensive
one. Hopefully, it will suit your preference.” She widely
smiled opening the box.

It seemed high-end with gold frames and a leather
handle. The color was a dark red with a slight mahogany
color. It was fitted to his taste, undeniably perfect. Xuan
admired it for the longest, but then decided to buy it. He
was sure in his decision and that Katherine’s son would
like it.

The reason he bought him a gift was that he reminded him of
his daughter, in the strangest way. He was a fighter and not
someone who would easily get defeated by a slight sickness,
just like his daughter. She never stayed in bed even beside her
flu, always needed to do work around the house. Almost
never standing in place.

The girl kindly packed the watch back in the box and gave
him a bag. Xuan exited the place with pure bliss, his happi‐
ness was plain, and he strolled across the mall for many more
hours until it was time to go back home.

Katherine had invited him over for dinner at seven, and it was
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already six.  He had a full hour ahead free, but he still went
home and tidied up the mess in his room. 

The funeral for Tim was held yesterday, Xuan excluded
himself due to unfortunate circumstances and gave his condo‐
lences. Joshua called Xuan’s phone and seemed shocked by
his surprising passing.

While he waited for the clock to tick seven, he went down‐
stairs and plopped himself on the couch sifting through
programs on his old TV.  He stopped on a program that
showed Tim’s face and the written quote on the banner. The
police are still seeking the killer. It was normal the police
would seek for the one who is responsible, but what role did
Tim have to be this shown off in the media? He was just a
auctioneer who got his wealth by overpricing items.

“Tim was the main face of the Texas auctions for many years.
It is truly a shame we get to see his death so abruptly.” The
news anchor spoke in the camera, her words loud and clear.
After the strong statement, Xuan turned the TV off, not
wanting to listen to it anymore. Whatever they said about
Tim, it was pure lies. The man didn’t have any positive sides
and was just an evil being in his eyes.

The time slowly ticked seven. Xuan remembered where their
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house was located from the last time he followed Katherine,
so it was an easy task for the old man. For the first time he
saluted other neighbors who passed by, they were puzzled,
but still smiled back.

Xuan was at their doorstep, ringing the doorbell twice.
Katherine opened the door and welcomed him inside,
embracing him in a hug. It was a warm welcome, and he
could smell the delicious food being made in the kitchen.  It
looked like she prepared a lot of things, suited to his taste.

“Make yourself comfortable in the dining room, Ethan will be
here shortly.” Katherine caressed his upper arm, and Xuan
nodded smiling at her.

“Tell him to be quick I have something for him.” He adjusted
the bag and raised it for her to see.

She grimaced. “You shouldn’t have. He is satisfied with every‐
thing already.” Her lips were pursed together but still had the
urge to thank him.

Xuan went in the dining room, leaving her to do her work in
the kitchen. It was strange to him to see how a normal family
functioned. The same old dinners every day, and the warm
embraces shared almost every moment. Oh, how he missed
being with his loved ones.

The table was visibly damaged, he noticed as he sat down. He
kept his comments to himself but still thought of the ways he
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could fix it. Then, Katherine’s son Ethan walked in the room,
introducing himself.

“Good day sir, I’m Ethan.” He even bowed in respect which
surprised him. He was a smart young man and it impressed
him.

“Ethan, I’m Xuan it’s nice to meet you at last.” Xuan chuckled
and urged him to sit down beside him. “Are you feeling
better?” Worry dripped into his voice. He couldn’t help
but ask.

Ethan stiffened at the sudden question. Xuan realized he
didn't recognize him.

“You had a fever the other day. I helped take it down.” Xuan
cleared his throat easing the uncomfortable situation.

“Yes, thanks to the herbs I got a lot better, thank you, sir.”

He chuckled reaching into the bag and taking out the box.
“Please, call me Xuan.” He widely smiled at him correcting
his respectful saying. Ethan didn’t seem to mind and just
nodded.

Before he could open it, Katherine walked into the room
carrying the food. It was beef with baked potatoes paired up
with Caesar salad, one of Xuan’s favorites.

“Hopefully, you'll enjoy this. It took all day.” She confessed
wiping the sweat off her forehead. Katherine was a single
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hard-working woman. Xuan would appreciate her effort even
if the food was bad. But judging from the smell it was very far
from being awful.

“You deserve an award, Mom.” Ethan laughed, admiring the
food and instantly digging in.

His mom slapped his head slightly. “The guest first.”

Ethan froze in place, not gulping down on his food, staring
at Xuan.

“It’s fine son, go on.” He smiled at Ethan's clumsiness and
packed his plate with food.

Katherine joined them after getting drinks from the
kitchen.

Xuan complimented her food, and she gradually accepted it.
The three indulged in a long conversation, forgetting about
their worries. He learned a lot of new stuff about Ethan, and
it increased the similarities this deceased daughter. Suddenly
a wish sparked in him to spend more time with Ethan as a
close friend. In a way to fill the hole that was missing in his
heart. He knew it wouldn’t fully heal, nor he would forget
about his little girl, but it would be a step ahead. If his
daughter was looking down on him, he was sure she would be
happy for him.

Xuan cleared his throat after his pondering, continuing his
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feast. It was a time well spent, and he hadn’t taken it for
granted. 

“So, Xuan.” Ethan paused gulping down on his food. “What
is the reason you moved to Texas?”

The question took him by surprise, and he doubted answering
it, not knowing if Katherine mentioned something to him.

“Ethan, I think we should draw the line there and respect
Xuan’s privacy.” His mother Katherine cut in the
conversation.

Ethan lowered his head, not uttering another word.

“Please, everything is all right.” He reassured Katherine. “I
wanted to continue with my herb business. It was the perfect
opportunity for a fresh start here.” His explanation was
enough for Ethan to understand.

“I’m curious about their ability to heal.”

Xuan had no trouble answering him after he took a sip of his
drink. “I did too when I was your age. My mother always had
various herbs sprawled in the kitchen, and I grew curious.
Little did I know, I would become an expert one day.”

They laughed in unison as the atmosphere felt more relaxing.

“I wondered, now that summer is around the corner. Are any
job positions open in your store?” Ethan questioned, and it
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was the last thing he expected to hear from him. On such
short notice, he wanted to work for him, merely wanting to
help him. It would be a blatant lie if Xuan said he wasn’t
impressed by his actions.

“Ethan,” Katherine warned playing with her food. She was
afraid he would offend him, but it only enlightened him.

“I’ve been looking for someone to help me, and since your
mom did all the work with fixing everything, I think you
could do me some good.” Xuan offered him a hand in agree‐
ment. Their deal was sealed, Ethan was now officially his
new employee.

“Thank you so much, Xuan. It’s such an honor.” Katherine
warned her son if he didn’t comply with his orders, she would
bring him back home instantly.

After dinner, they all played a game of cards. Xuan went
home a few hours later.

It was Ethan’s first day, and he was more excited about the
fact he was out of college than actually starting his job. The
boy was at the top of his class, and Xuan admired that. He
seemed to have a girlfriend, but again, he didn’t reveal much.
As far as it was, the only thing he was satisfied with was
knowing his mother was proud of him.
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“Where should I place this package Xuan?” he asked as he
unpacked the big box filled with goods.

“Stack all of them up on the shelves, it would be perfect like
that, don’t you think?” Xuan wanted to know his opinion
on it.

“I agree.”

Their friendship was flourishing, and while Ethan was
stacking the products on the shelves, Xuan got his first
customer. It was a middle-aged man, who seemed lost.
Wasting no time, he questioned. “Do you need help with
anything?”

“Do you have any rosemary and chamomile?” He put his
hands in the pockets of his distressed pants and took out a
couple of cents, hoping it would be enough to take the herbs
home. Xuan saw his struggling, and it saddened him, leaving
him parched and in thought.

Ethan helped with the packing, and the man was eager with
hearing the price. Counting the cents repeatedly.

“Your total is two dollars.” Xuan paused as the man reached
to give him the money. “Take them. It's on me.”

Refusing to take his money, the neatly packed herbs were
placed in his hands. It looked like he was at a loss of words
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just muttering a simple thank you and giving him the widest
smile.

After the man left Ethan had nothing but compliments for
Xuan. Showering him with rewarding words that boosted his
ego. Ethan was happy to be working with such a gentleman.

Xuan left the cash register and went to the back room, making
himself comfortable on one of the chairs. He had picked out
one of the newest newspapers to read.  Reading the headline,
he wasn’t left surprised. Tim’s widow Anna was on the front
page. She gave the newspaper an interview and talked about
Tim, their marriage is one of the best times in her life. Such
lies, Xuan thought.

He got what he deserved, and she showed no love to him
because she was the one who failed their marriage, and
cheated on him. He shook his head in disbelief and turned
the pages, occasionally landing on a paragraph worth
reading. 

When closing time approached, Xuan was getting ready to go
home. Ethan didn’t bother him by coming into the storage
room, he just waited.

On their way out, a man appeared from behind, startling
them.

“Zachary!?” Xuan raised his tone, not being able to see clearly
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in the dark but his physique was resembling one of the
soldiers he hated.

“Himself present.” His words slurred, showing he was drunk.

Xuan ushered Ethan to go home as he was in no position to be
a witness to the messy situation. He cleared his throat and
tucked the keys in his left pocket, walking over to him. “What
are you doing here?” he asked, grimacing the odor. It was the
first time he had seen his appearance like this. Xuan just
wanted to close for the night and make himself a warm cup
of tea.

Zachary tumbled on his feet, and his face landed in Xuan’s
chest.

Disgusted, Xuan pushed him off and tried to help him
balance himself. It was clear he was in no position to walk by
himself, he wasn’t even sane enough to return to his own
house. Few cars seemed to approach, but they didn’t stop to
help and left Zachary in Xuan's hands.

He had no plans of killing him just yet, but his annoyance
grew with the second. He should’ve just let him sleep on the
sidewalk after what he had done to his family. Xuan dragged
him to his house and set him down on the couch, his heavy
breathing is the only thing heard in the wide living room, and
the smell of his fatal breath infused the place.

“Tim’s gone, the others keep drifting apart now.” Those
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words caught his attention as he took his shoes off, kicking
them aside.

“What do you mean?” Xuan pressed, trying to find out more.

“They think someone is trying to get at them after all these
years. It’s probably because it's off.” His words cut the
second he passed out, not being able to finish his sentence.
“Revenge,” Xuan muttered, smirking to himself. The
perfect opportunity was born for him to get them back
together, he would indeed be the glue who would stick
them together.

In the meanwhile, he went through his wallet, to see if he
found anything useful. Much to his dismay, there were only
rippled dollars, to no use to him. He decided he wouldn’t
bother him for the rest of the evening and let him sleep in
peace. Peace, a word that shouldn’t be given to him.

Xuan kept the door of his bedroom locked and thought he
would settle the embarrassment in the morning, with his clear
head. Sighing his thoughts went back to Ethan and his
mother. Xuan never had plans of getting close to them, but
they seemed like nice people.

The morning swiftly came by, and Xuan wasn’t able to sleep
much because of the presence of Zachary. He guessed he was
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still sleeping, but this time he would wake him up in an
instant.                                

He wasn’t kind going down the stairs, as he made the loudest
noise possible, trying to wake him up on purpose. His loud
snoring was heard all over the house, and Xuan was sure
people passing by his house could hear it too. He cleared his
throat as he reached the bottom startling him from his sleep.

Zachary jumped up in surprise and took in his surroundings,
being left confused. “Morning.” Xuan’s voice was loud, and it
stunned Zach even more. He rubbed his eyes and coughed
trying to get a hold of his sanity. If there was any left after the
ruckus, he had done the previous day.

“Xuan.” Zachary stammered and straightened himself up from
the bed, widening his eyes. The man seemed lost, and it looked
like something was troubling him. Judging from his distressed
look and the way he spoke the last evening he guessed it was
because he was stressed out. He mentioned having something
to do with Tim, but not much was uncovered. Xuan was
working on the case of finding out, hoping he would speak.

“I must’ve crashed here,” he said, but quickly tripped over his
own feet.

“You did, appearing at the doorstep of my shop wasn’t a good
idea, it could’ve easily been Ethan. The boy wouldn’t know
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what do to.” As Xuan kept speaking, Zachary was only being
left with more embarrassment. It was clear. He made no eye
contact with the man sheltering him.

“I am so sorry. I never would’ve thought I would come to
you.” Zachary fixed the comforter sprawled on the couch.

Xuan felt bad for him enough, so he let him do his best.

Zachary did everything possible to avoid the uncomfortable
situation.

“It’s fine Zachary, but we didn’t have time to talk yesterday.
What’s wrong with you?” He knew half of the story, he
admitted it to him but shortly after falling asleep.

“Where do I even start Xuan?” His hands buried in his face
as he plopped himself down on the couch, exhaling loudly.
Xuan secretly smirked to himself, ready to listen to the ending
of the story.

He joined him on the couch but got a hold of the newspaper,
signaling he wasn’t held up in his problems. Xuan didn’t care,
but then again, he had to know for the sake of his mission.
Probably Zachary trusted him enough to confess everything.
Doubting it was anything serious he listened as he was getting
ready to speak.

“Tim and I had a secret business going on, about jewelry.” He
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kept his voice down. Xuan was silent just giving him the time
to speak.

“He already had his own business, so it was like a backbone.
We didn’t want to invest much, but we had to.” He was
distraught, and still not able to meet his eyes.

“I had no money at the time, Xuan. It was hard for us.”

He noticed Zachary getting teary-eyed, and lowered his
newspaper, clearing his throat. “What did you do Zach?” He
was now focused on his answer, patiently waiting.

“We borrowed money from a loan shark, and now that Tim is
gone, they are after me.” His voice cracked at one point. The
situation was more serious than he had expected. They were
after him to do one job. Kill him.

But he knew that job was destined for him. Nobody would
stop him from doing it. Let alone third-party people who
didn’t even know the man.

“Do they follow you somewhere? You seem to be running
around being free.” Xuan spoke, not fully sold with the whole
story.

“Are you kidding me? Of course, they are. They practically
chased me yesterday. I got lucky I escaped.”

Xuan was at a loss for words.
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“What are you going to do?” He was worried they might
finish him off before himself. Thoughts dwelled up in his
mind, so many problems out of the blue and he only got rid of
the first person. What was going on behind closed doors with
these people? Were they drug dealers? Traffickers? He never
knew for sure but determined to find out.

“I don’t know. It's why I’m here to ask for your help.” Zachary
turned his body to Xuan giving him a desperate glance. If
only he knew how to help him. He had to get the loan sharks
out of his way as fast as possible.

“We will find a way out of this.” Xuan placed his hand on
Zach’s back and assured him he would help him, even though
he didn’t know how.
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NEXT STOP

The rain was pouring on the busy street. Xuan was soaked,
and his raincoat didn’t do much for him to stay dry. The
crowded sidewalk was a struggle to go through. He and
Zachary were shoved into various shoulders until they
reached their destination. 

“This is it.” Zach said.

He couldn’t believe his actions at that point. Who would’ve
thought Xuan Lang himself would be at the doorstep of a loan
shark? The venture was a disappointment. However, he was
there to help the one who he was supposed to kill.

“What are we waiting for?” With his hands in his pockets,
Xuan bluntly asked. Zachary didn’t think twice before
walking up the long set of stairs in front of them.
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His heart beating was fast, and he could feel his blood boiling
only at the thought of confronting someone in such a manner.

“Shall we go in, or wait for him to get out?”

Xuan couldn’t believe what Zachary was asking and loudly
knocked on the wooden door, not giving him any attention.
When no one answered the door, Xuan brought it upon
himself to go in.

There was a long corridor, and on every side, closed doors
with numbers. The place was silent and the only thing being
heard was their heavy breathing.

“Now what?” Zach whisper- yelled while he was trailing
behind him.

“Do you think we are in the wrong location?” Xuan asked, his
nerves on the verge of bursting.

“Number Seven.” He eyed a door in the center of the hall,
also being the furthest one of them all. “In the contract, this
room was mentioned.” He didn’t stutter, and it was as if his
fear left his body and he was back to his usual self.

“That must be the one.” Wasting no time on waiting, Xuan
rushed to the door, loudly knocking. While they waited,
Zachary bit his fingernails.

“Come in,” a voice said from the other side. Xuan swung
open the door, and he and Zach stepped inside.  A grand
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mahogany desk was in front of tall windows, which let the
light reflect through them. On the leather chair, there was
an older man seated, but he was still much younger
than Xuan.

“Good day, Sir,” Zachary spoke walking towards him to shake
his hand.

Much to his dismay, he shrugged it off with only a look.

Not being bothered by their presence. Xuan said nothing, nor
he introduced himself. He only shared a look with the rude
man on the desk.

“May I help you?” “My name is Zachary Hamilton, and I’m
sure you were familiar with Tim Marshall?” Zachary couldn’t
meet his eyes and stared right through the wide windows.

Xuan cleared his throat joining them both. “He took a loan
from you and now it seems you are making a mistake and
taking it out on this gentleman right here.” “My name is
William Sage it’s nice to meet you, now you may sit down.”
William ignored Xuan, ultimately dodging his remark which
came out as a question. Zachary obliged him and sat down,
playing with his fingers. Xuan had no choice but to follow his
actions and made himself comfortable.

“Zachary was his partner, and it seems correct he should pay
off his debt.”  William rested his arms on the desk not
breaking eye contact with Xuan. It was unusual how he didn’t
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scare him even one bit. The man looked like he was forcing
himself to look venomous, but it didn’t quite work.

“I’m struggling with my own business now, my wife recently
got fired from her job, and we only depend on my income.”

Xuan kicked Zachary, signaling he should look William in the
eye. He got caught off guard and yelped in surprise. Xuan
knew nothing about Zachary’s wife and her job. He
mentioned nothing, but it would be shameful if he asked
about his private life. After all, they weren’t that close, he was
only there for a mission.

“You are in debt to me Zachary, was I not clear enough?”
William scolded him, becoming annoyed with the second.
Xuan kept his composure and didn’t cut in on their conversa‐
tion even though he felt the need he had to.

“I understand, but all I need is one favor.” Again, he dodged
his stare.

“What is it now?” William exhaled in frustration already
being fed up by their presence.

“I need more time, at least six months.” His voice lowered
with the last word, which ticked off William in an instant.

“Are you crazy?” He stood up on his feet and hit the desk
with his balled fists. It was a sight to see, he burst into a fit of
rage and the only thing clear on his face was anger. “You
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better have my money on this desk in two months Hamilton,
or else I will send you my boys to offer you a pleasant party.”
With that being said he pulled a pistol out of his drawer and
placed it in front of Zach. “That will do Mr. Sage. We are
going to go now.” Xuan excused himself and pulled Zachary
out of the office.

The both of them were out of the building in a matter of
seconds, afraid their life would be under threat. Xuan was
debating whether he should’ve left him there. He didn’t care
whether Zachary was alive or dead, but he had it engraved in
his head, he should be the one who would kill him.

Zach wouldn’t be able to pay off his debt because he would be
long gone by then. “We didn’t talk about a favor. I thought
you would be brave enough to confront him. It looked like I
was the one who did all the talking.” The disappointment was
dripping Xuan's voice as he spoke. The coward didn’t dare to
look him in the face.

“You don’t know William. Tim used to tell me dreadful
things about him.” Zachary walked away.

Xuan, not being finished, followed behind continuing the
conversation. “For instance?” He caught up with him walking
by his side.

“Not only did he take the life of someone who was in debt to
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him, but also ruined his family. Everything it took for them to
suffer.”

“So he is like the devil himself.” Xuan laughed.

“The devil himself, unfortunately, we didn’t have no other
way. Tim took the harder way out, but hopefully, he is resting
in heaven.”

Xuan almost choked on his spit as he heard those words.
Heaven? That was a stretch.

“Indeed.” He kept his answer short in agreement, not having
anything positive to say about Zach's deceased friend.

After a long ride, he was finally back in the comfort of his
own home. He and Zachary parted ways but promised they
would meet again in the following days. Xuan had to see him.
Zach was his next target.

Xuan didn’t exactly have a plan on how he would kill the
next, but one thing he was sure of was he would do it
with joy.

He turned up the radio and listened to the news, most likely
the weather in the following days. His loneliness was only a
thing he gotten used to over the past year. He could
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remember his daughter and wife running around in the
kitchen preparing his favorite dish.

Only if he wasn’t late that day. One simple mistake changed
his whole life for the worst. The Americans were supposed to
retreat to their country that day, but seven soldiers showed up
to his house and encountered his wife and daughter
preparing him dinner. Taking the best of the situation, they
didn’t miss the opportunity to have fun with themselves and
cause his two jewels living hell, dumping them into the base‐
ment like old rags afterward. The horrifying sight wasn’t easy
to forget, and it would haunt him his whole life, as long as
there would be air in his lungs.

The Banh mi was almost ready as he prepared dinner for one.
He debated whether he should call Katherine and Ethan.
There was nothing wrong with inviting friends over, so he got
up to dial their home number when his doorbell rang.
Confused, he walked up to the door and opened it, revealing
Ethan with a frightened face.

“What’s wrong?” Xuan scrunched his eyebrows in confusion.
“There is someone in your shop, going crazy and throwing
stuff around.” Ethan’s breath quickened, and they both didn’t
think twice before running there. Xuan was in his robe,
although he didn’t care about his appearance. The only thing
precious to him now was being ruined by some stranger.

Once they reached the shop, he instantly noticed Anna,
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Tim’s wife in fits of anger not being able to control herself.
She knew. “Go home Ethan. I will deal with this. You should
get some rest.” He patted the young man on his back and
entered the shop inhaling loudly.

“You!” Anna rushed to Xuan hitting him in the chest with her
fists repeatedly. “You’re the one responsible for Tim’s death,”
She screamed at him in disgust not able to control herself.

“Calm down, woman.” He grabbed her by the shoulders,
calming her down eventually. It was the least he could do
shortly after she broke down in tears. Not knowing what do to
he stood in front of her and began talking. “He is one of the
men responsible for the death of my wife and daughter.”

Her crying stopped at his statement. The shocker caused her
to take a few steps back and look directly at his face.

“What do you mean?” Anna stuttered in her own words but
somehow formed a sentence.

“He along with six other men raped my child and my wife
and then burned them in my yard back in Vietnam exactly
seven years ago.” His tone was calm. He surprised himself by
not bursting into anger. She was the first person he was
opening up to. The only thing he wanted to know was how
she found out.

“Why did he do it?” she asked teary-eyed.
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“For fun.” Xuan sat down on the chair opposite of her.
disturbed. “You need to believe me, Anna. I had to do it. It
was my revenge.”

“I should report you to the police.” She got up on her feet
shooting daggers with her stare. “You wouldn’t do that,
because it would mean I’d have to get rid of you too.”

She stood in place not moving an inch, baffled by his words.
“So what’s your plan? Murdering the other six?” She avoided
his gaze, staring at the ground.

Xuan smirked before answering her. “Wouldn’t you want to
know?” He circled her, not yet giving her the pleasure of the
answer.

She gulped, following his steps with her gaze.

They were both silent for a while, Anna was frozen in place,
and Xuan kept staring at her not moving his gaze.

" I will keep this a secret," Ana said meeting his gaze. "Under
one condition."

Their stares met.  

“I am listening," Xuan added. The tension grew, and Ana
cleared her throat.

"You need to tell me, what businesses Tim had."

Xuan raised his eyebrows at her bravery. The woman didn't
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back down and was determined to find out more about her
husband.

"Consider it done. " Xuan spoke promising her he would do
anything it took. They weren't partners, but from then on
they would share everything they knew. His respect
towards Anna was gone when he witnessed her cheating
on Tim.

After the agreement was done, he gathered the courage to
visit Katherine's house, to assure Ethan there was nothing to
be afraid of. She was surprised to see him and instantly
invited him inside.

"I'm sorry to bother you, but I needed to assure Ethan that I
took care of our little problem."

Ethan suddenly came in asking what was wrong.

"No need to be afraid, I took care of the problem." Xuan
patted Ethan's back.

"May I offer you a cup of tea? " Katherine asked. 

Xuan had second thoughts about accepting the offer, but gave
in. "One cup of tea wouldn't do me any harm." He made
himself comfortable on the sofa.

"Who was in your shop Xuan?" Ethan asked.

"A homeless woman searching for food," he lied. He didn't
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want to reveal much to them even though he considered them
friends.

"We should have called the police." Ethan joined him on
the sofa.

" I agree, but it's too late now. The woman is long gone." Xuan
stared at his own feet. Why did he have the urge to see these
people every day? There was something odd about them and
the fact he was obsessing over them. It was true Xuan had no
one to spend time with, but it didn't give him the right to
forget about his two gems.

"It's a shame we don't have any security cameras in the shop."

" I will get at least one." Xuan smiled at him reassuring it
would never happen again.

"Tomorrow is my day off, but I will come by and arrange
the mess."

Ethan's words soothed him, making him smile. "There is no
need," he stated. " I'm capable of cleaning it myself." Their
conversation turned into a little argument.

"No offense Xuan but I think you'll get tired after moving the
second box." Ethan chuckled having a smirk plastered on his
face afterward.

Xuan was left speechless giving into a smirk. "See you're right,
but I'm sure I will manage."
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As he spoke, Katherine came in with a cup of tea and set it on
the table making herself comfortable on the chair.

Xuan wasted no time on taking a sip from the delicious
substance. "You've done a good job, Katherine."

"I'm glad you like it." She smiled kindly.

"I've been craving tea for a while now," Xuan confessed.

It captured her attention, and she smiled widely. " Ethan
doesn't quite like it, but I drink it every day." She took another
sip not breaking her eye contact with Xuan. Katherine was a
lovely woman, but he couldn't see her with different eyes. She
was only a friend. Even in death, Xuan was loyal to his wife,
even if it meant being lonely for the rest of his life. He would
only live with her memory engraved in his head.

Katherine was much younger than him, and he would forever
be grateful for her help. No other neighbor bothered to visit
him, Katherine gave him a warm welcome. It was something
he would never forget as long as he lived.

 "I'm afraid I need to leave now. My friends might be waiting
for me at the diner." Ethan got up from his seat.

"Go ahead Ethan. I will leave too. My pasta must be cooled
off by now." Xuan got up on his feet smiling broadly at
Katherine.

"No need to leave." She said.
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 "Maybe some other time, when I have less work to do. It's a
promise." With that said, both Ethan and Xuan left the house.
They shared their goodbyes, and Xuan was finally back home.
His pasta had been dissolved, and there was no use of eating
it. He tidied up the kitchen and the minute he was done the
phone rang.

He picked up.

" Let's see each other tomorrow Xuan."It was Zachary's voice.
"We will be at Crowns restaurant at noon." Zachary seemed
excited, and from the tone of his voice, it looked as if he had
something to tell him.

"I'm not sure if I can make it." Xuan cleared his throat after
speaking. He chose not to get close to Zachary. It would ruin
his plan. But he was taking his time in pursuing the second
mission. He blamed himself. He was distracted with Ethan
and Katherine, and it did him no good.

"You need to come. Joshua will be here too," Zachary
explained.

Xuan rolled his eyes. He didn't want to be in their presence at
all. He couldn't imagine having lunch with them. " I will
think about it. I still don't understand what you need me for,
to be honest."

"It's about Tim and his passing. We looked more into it. The
police are not doing their job." He exhaled loudly through the
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phone as if he was in pain by the mere fact the killer wasn't
found.

"Okay then, let me write the address down."

Zachary was satisfied by his answer and gave him the address.

Many thoughts circled in his head, will he be able to proceed
with his plan tomorrow? Killing Zachary will be an easy task.
But how would he get rid of Joshua? He couldn't kill him yet.
It was too early. Could he bring a pocket knife with him?
Killing him in the bathroom would be risky, and he had to
think about something else. The next day would be some‐
thing to look forward to. After watching TV for about two
hours, Xuan went to sleep.

Xuan was awakened by his alarm. It bothered him because he
wasn't used to getting up so early in the morning. He got out
of his pajamas and cooked breakfast. Bánh mì was his
favorite. It reminded him of the lovely mornings spent with
his wife. He then turned on the radio and listened to
the news.

The information being aired was not significant, and he didn't
give it much attention. He was focused on eating his breakfast
reflecting on the times spent with his family. His peace of
mind was cut short again by the phone; as much as he wanted
to decline he couldn't. The bastard Zachary forced him into
going to the restaurant. Xuan promised to himself he would
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finish him today. "Hello?" with annoyance he answered, his
mouth full.

"It's me, Zachary." He closed his eyes shut trying not to curse
him off. "What now?" "Joshua has decided to help me," he
spoke seeming excited.

Xuan had second thoughts about the situation, not trusting
Joshua. "Did you tell him about the loan shark?" he ques‐
tioned, straightening his posture.

"Let's say something like that. The man has money, and he's
willing to help me." Zachary exhaled with a hint of ease.

"Do you trust him enough for this job?" There was a long
moment of silence, and it seemed as if Zachary was debating
to tell him something.

"Listen, let's talk about it at the restaurant. "

"See you there." Xuan cut the line.

He made sure to pack his pocket knife. Tidying up was to
no use since it got him tired. He refreshed himself with
some juice from the refrigerator, relaxing on the couch
afterward.

While watching TV, he hadn't realized it was almost noon,
and it was time to go. His form of dressing was casual. not
being too picky about his appearance. It was only his second
victim, and he already felt tired. This job wasn't for someone
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his age. He struggled with almost everything, and it was to
no good.

Having all of his precious belongings in his suitcase,
including poison, he rushed out the house. The poison was in
case the pocket knife didn't work.

The restaurant seemed to be close by so he walked. He was
out of breath and tired easily. He couldn't wait to reach his
desired location while the sun burned his skin.

Xuan stood at the entrance waiting for his turn to go in. The
restaurant seemed crowded, and there were many in line in
front of him. "Hello, do you have a reservation, sir?" A man in
a uniform asked him.

Xuan panicked while standing in line afraid if he was holding
up the people behind him. "You can look under the name of
Zachary Hamilton."

The man in front of him searched through the pages of
the book.

 Xuan tapped his foot in place, feeling nervous.

"Here it is." The man smiled, inviting him in and directed him
to table 20. The restaurant resembled a maze. It wasn't open
space. Rather it was separated in corridors, and every corridor
had its hall. Xuan went down the second corridor. Finding
the table was an easy task. However, confronting the two was
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much harder than he had previously expected. Zachary
noticed him right away and wasted no time in getting up to
give him a warm welcome.

"We waited for you for a while now." Zachary patted his back
leading him to their table. Xuan noticed the food on their
plates. It looked like they didn't wait for him to order. "We
were hungry, and we didn't know if you would be much later,
so we ended up ordering," Zachary explained, scratching the
back of his head.

They sat down in silence.

"Long time no see." Joshua smiled at Xuan offering him a
handshake. Xuan stared at his hand but eventually gave in
and accepted it.

"I agree. Where were you all of this time?" Xuan asked out of
curiosity smiling at him.

"I went to Oklahoma for a business trip. It took longer than
I thought," Joshua explained. "I'm happy to be back
in Texas."

"How was Oklahoma?" Xuan had a dream of visiting the other
states in the country, but then again it was the land of the
enemy, and he wasn't sure if he could go around freely.

"Many people abide by traditions. I felt like I was in the
Victorian era. It was strange to me, but I must admit overall it
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was a pleasant experience." Joshua smiled at the memory
while taking a sip of his wine.

"We need to go sometime in the future then," Zachary added.
Both were indulged in the conversation, and the second Xuan
tried to cut in a waiter came by his side, asking him for his
order. "A steak for me, along with Caesar salad. For a drink,
you can serve me a red wine." The waiter nodded at his order
waiting for it down.

 "How would you like your steak to be cooked?" The waiter
added.

"Medium rare." with that the young man left the table, leaving
them to converse in peace.

"I heard Zachary told you everything," Xuan said.

"He did, yes." Joshua set his fork down continuing.

"Along with the loan shark, and everything that went on with
the business he had with Tim."

Xuan couldn't believe Zachary trusted everyone so easily. He
resembled a puppet and followed everyone's orders. Setting
his happiness at the last place.

"I am willing to help him, long as he offered me a partnership
in his company."

Xuan scoffed not believing Joshua's words. "So you are setting
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up conditions for him?" Xuan was disgusted. From all of the
things, he had heard so far that was the most offensive.
Zachary considered that man a friend. It was pitiful.

"It's not quite a condition. My wealth doesn't compare to his.
There is nothing to my advantage here." Joshua avoided his
stare, taking a bite out of his food. Zachary was blind to his
surroundings, being completely naive and not understanding
the man's real intentions.

"You would be taking half of the company's income, isn't that
much to your advantage?" Xuan spoke with hatred in his eyes.
Not wanting to spare him a look. Zachary stayed silent,
keeping his focus on the food.

Xuan kept repeating to himself he needed to be kind, only to
gain their trust. Although he couldn't stay put experiencing
the injustice. " Do you condone this Zachary?"

His mouth full of food, he stared at Xuan in disbelief. "He
only wants to help me Xuan. It's nothing is serious. You can
relax." Zachary winked at him returning his attention to
the food.

The waiter came back with his food and set it on the table,
along with his red wine. It was a sight to see because Xuan
never experienced such luxury. He couldn't wait to dig in,
and he did so the minute he got his hands on the silverware.

As he ate his food, his mind traveled to his plan and how he
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would perform it.. "With him lending me the money, I can get
rid of the loan shark right away." Zachary defended him not
making any eye contact with Xuan.

"You shouldn't have gone to the loan shark at the beginning. It
was a terrible mistake. Do you understand you could pay with
your life?" Xuan tried to be reasonable, convincing him to find
another way.

"I had no choice Xuan, and I didn't call you here to argue. We
are here to converse like adults, nothing else."

Xuan was already fed up with the conversation and by the
presence of the two. He should have left much earlier, the
only thing keeping him in place was the food, he obsessed
over the unique flavor it had and promised himself to visit the
restaurant often.

He changed his mind over his next target, setting it to be
Joshua rather than Zachary. Eventually, he would be forced
to kill the naive man too, but was now only focused on ending
Joshua. But it wasn't the right time to kill Joshua, and he had
waited too long.

After finishing his food, he suddenly got up. "I will need to
leave gentleman." excusing himself from the table.

"It was nice seeing you Xuan; maybe we can see each other
some other time," Joshua spoke, not giving him the pleasure of
offering him a look.
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"I will call you don't worry."

Zachary and Xuan shook hands, and before he knew it, he left
the place without saying a word to Joshua only focused on
getting home. He needed to run errands but then remem‐
bered Ethan told him he would help him.

Xuan was delighted to be back, although it wasn't time for
him to relax. He left his suitcase on the couch and proceeded
to the laundry room. There were many shirts he had to wash
and got straight to it, piling them all up in the washing
machine.

He sprinkled detergent on them and turned it on. Xuan
mopped the floor of the basement, tidying up the rest of the
equipment he had in it. He had never done it before, but from
then on he promised himself he would focus his attention on
taking care of the house.

When he reached the top of the staircase, he already felt
tired, decided it was time to relax. He picked up his favorite
book from the bookshelf in the kitchen and went straight to
his bedroom where he laid down on his bed along with his
book in his hands. He read the same piece many times, but
every time he started, it felt like he was reading it for the first
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time. After reading many chapters, he was left asleep with the
book in his hands.

Xuan dreamt the same thing repeatedly, being his daughter and
his wife at the beach. All of them laughing together happily
without a single trace of sadness. His daughter was learning how
to swim, and Xuan was the one who helped her learn. The ocean
waves are steady not being too much bothersome. His wife was
making sandwiches under the wide umbrella, sure of herself she
would remember the sight in front of her for many more years.

It was a real moment between the three, and now he recalled
it almost every night while he was after his revenge. It was
one of those times he would never forget as long as he lived, it
wasn't something that couldn't have been erased from his
memory.

He woke up an hour later with sweat dripping from his fore‐
head disturbed. It was the mere fact he lost them. They
weren't in his life anymore. Xuan groaned loudly in his room,
and it echoed throughout the house. His endless cries weren't
heard, and the never-ending struggle dug a hole in his heart,
so deep it didn't exactly have an end. Xuan got out of bed and
walked to the bathroom, splashing water on his face trying to
calm himself down. Even after doing so it was to no use. He
couldn't wash away the memory. Xuan hurried to the kitchen,
taking his pills from the cupboard, he gulped them down with
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water and sat down in the dining room afterward. He had a
tough time calming down, breaking down in tears. The last
time he was in that state was their funeral. 

Ethan was alone on shift for the last few days so it would be
fair if he gave him a visit. Gathering himself and his emotions,
Xuan made him a sandwich. After he was done he got
dressed storming out of the door, not only he was excited to
see Ethan, but to visit his shop as well.

“I’ve been waiting for you.” Ethan pulled out a chair for him
to sit down.

“I’ve been busy in the last few days. Hopefully, I can fix my
mistake with this.” Xuan pulled out the sandwich from his
pocket. Seeing Ethan's eyes light up was rewarding as he
sat down.

“What have you been doing all of this time?” Xuan
questioned.

“Not much, a couple of people came by to buy herbs.
Nothing else.” In the middle of chewing he answered,
causing Xuan to chuckle. He reminded him of his daughter,
back when she craved snacks in the middle of the night.

“Continue eating young man. I’ll be in the storage room to see
if we are missing something,” Xuan assured Ethan and
continued to the back room. He went over the latest inven‐
tory and what was being shipped to them in the last week.
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Seeing everything was in line as it was supposed to be. Ethan
took care of everything while he was absent from his spot.
Such a responsible teenager.

Xuan heard a customer come in, he stopped reading and
eavesdropped on how would Ethan face the situation.             

“Hello, how may I help you?” He heard Ethan speak. He took
the chance to get up on his feet and walk to the door.

“Can you give me chamomile tea?” The customer asked.

Xuan heard shuffling and guessed it was Ethan getting up
from his seat. “Yes, we do, just a moment please.”

Xuan smiled at his kind words.

“Here you are.” He wrapped the herbs neatly and gave it to
the customer. “That would be, 2 dollars.”

Xuan returned to his seat, pleased. Xuan was in the storage
room for another hour, going over everything in the past two
weeks. Now he trusted Ethan more than ever and thought
about leaving the job to him. Xuan would be long gone after
his mission was done so at the end it was an option to leave
the shop to Ethan.

“Sir, it’s almost 8 pm. Should we close for tonight?”

Ethan snapped him out of his thoughts as he came in. Xuan
was in deep thought reading the daily newspaper. “Oh, sure
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Ethan, you can go home. I will close.” He smiled at him
assuring he would take care of it.

“You seem tired;. I’m willing to help, you know.” Ethan
pressed.

Xuan sighed, getting up from his seat. “Your mother will
worry about you. We don’t want her to wait now do we?”
Xuan challenged with a smirk and Ethan had to give in.

“Okay, I’ll be back first thing tomorrow morning.” Ethan
walked out of the door, but then Xuan stopped him.

“Get some rest tomorrow. It's Sunday. There is no need to
open. Plus, it doesn’t seem we have a lot of customers.”

“We are doing just fine.” The teenager tried to ease the situa‐
tion with his kind words.

“I trust you, but for now go home.”

They exchanged smiles, and before he knew it, Ethan was on
his way home. Without any more customers, Xuan had no
other choice but to close for the night.

The streets were empty, and the short road back home was
quick. He unlocked the front door and casually walked right
inside. A gust of wind caused him to look to his right, noticing
the window was slightly open. He scrunched his eyebrows in
confusion and remembered that he didn't leave the window
open before he left.
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That meant someone was inside. Xuan took his pistol out of
his kitchen's drawer, not making much noise. He questioned
whether it was just a random occurrence, but then he heard a
loud thud upstairs.

He crept up the stairs slowly, trying not to trip. His heartbeat
was fast, and he didn’t know if he felt any fear or anger. Xuan
kept moving and in no time reached his room, standing right
by the door.

A wide back of a man was visible in his sight. He recognized
the suit right away. It was Zachary. Searching through the last
drawer of his nightstand, Xuan’s breathing hitched, not
believing his eyes. It was the one he had thought was the
nicest of them all, the one who was probably forced into the
murder of his child and wife. But now the image of him as a
saint had been shattered forever.

“What are you doing here?” Xuan steadily spoke, having his
pistol out and ready to shoot. Zachary froze in place and got
up slowly on his feet. “I can explain, Xuan it’s not what you
think.” He stumbled on his words not daring to look him in
the face. Xuan was hurt as if somebody shot a bullet right
through his heart.

“You raped my child and wife and then killed them after‐
ward?” Xuan’s eyes shot flames at him, not being able to
control himself.
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“Listen Xuan, I can explain.” He stammered on his words as
he got up on his feet. Although Xuan didn’t want to listen to a
single word. He held a strong grip on his pistol,.

“Did you explain to them why you were doing it while you
were tormenting them?” With disgust written all over his
face, Xuan spoke.

Zachary stumbled back on his feet, his back connecting with
the wall.

“There is no excuse to your actions buddy. You caused them
hell. Now I will cause you the same thing but a hundred
times harder.” He pointed the pistol at his forehead.

As soon as he saw the cold barrel in front of him, Zachary's
eyes widened and his face changed in utmost fear, Xuan
enjoyed every second.

“Please don’t kill me Xuan, I can help you track them down.
All of them.” His voice trembled.

“Oh please, do you think I’m here on vacation?” Xuan spat in
his face. “I’ve been following you all, all of this time. Tracking
down every single one of your pathetic steps.” He pressed the
pistol in his forehead causing him to flinch.

“Why are you here you bastard?” Xuan yelled in his face
barely controlling himself.

“Joshua wanted to know more about you, and this was the
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only way to find out. Please, I didn’t want to do this. If you let
me go, I promise you will never see me again,” Zachary stut‐
tered tearing up.

Xuan didn’t even have a hint of remorse just stared in disbe‐
lief at how pathetic he was.

“Say hi to Tim, will you? I’m sure you will spend an amazing
time in hell.” With that being said he shot him straight
through his head. His body fell to the ground. As much as it
sounded psychotic, he enjoyed the horrific scene.

Justice was being served, and he loved every single bit. He
dragged the body to the basement which took much longer
than he had expected. He grabbed the mop along with a
bucket to carry it upstairs. But as he was doing so, a loud
knock on the front door cut him off.

“I’m coming!” he yelled out, but as soon as he wanted to stroll
towards it, he noticed his shirt smeared with blood. Panicked
he yanked it off him, putting on the nearest robe he had. The
knock became louder.

“Just a minute!” He inspected his surroundings to ensure
himself there wasn’t any blood visible. Xuan strolled to the
door and opened it revealing Katherine, Ethan, and another
neighbor he didn’t know of.

“We heard a gunshot! Are you okay?” Katherine’s face was
filled with worry.
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“Oh! Yes, I was cleaning out my pistol, and it fired out of
nowhere.” Xuan fake laughed assuring them everything was
okay. He hoped they wouldn’t see through his clear lie.

“Do you have a license to own a pistol, sir?” The woman
behind Ethan and Katherine spoke raising an eyebrow.

“I do, I’m no criminal.” Xuan slightly closed the door while he
chuckled.

“Okay, hopefully, you are okay. I would be traumatized if I
was in your place.” Katherine gave him a slight smile. Regret
filled him because he kept lying. Maybe he should leave the
house as soon as possible and not harm anyone else.

After saying their goodbyes, Xuan closed the door and locked
it, returning to his previous chore. The bloodbath in his room
wasn’t easy to clean. It took him around two hours to wipe
everything down along with the wall he shot him against.

The body would begin to decompose after a few days, and he
knew he had to find a quick solution. He settled on a plan to
dump the body off a cliff in the middle of the night until the
neighborhood was asleep.

His next target would be Joshua, and he was sure he would
get rid of him the day after. Xuan locked the basement and
patiently waited until everyone fell asleep, relaxing on
his couch.
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MAN DOWN

Zachary's funeral was a bore. Xuan forced himself to go not to
blow his cover. He was in between the sea of endless cries,
and his annoyance almost hit the roof. Zachary's family was
present, and he ignored them most of the time.

Xuan was able to dump his body in the river but then two
days after, they found it. No suspects were surrounding his
death, and nobody suspected him. He was in the same line as
Joshua Warren and Matthew Jones. Matthew kept trying to
make conversation, and it seemed he wasn't as sad as the
others.

"He was a great man. It's such a shame he had to go like this."
Matthew gulped, clearing his throat.
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Xuan nodded in agreement not saying a word.

"God takes the best from us. It's always like that," Joshua
added from the side not sparing them a look.

Xuan sighed in frustration, not wanting to listen to him.

"Will you be joining us for dinner?" Zachary’s wife asked,
being teary-eyed.

Xuan had second thoughts about joining them but then
guessed Joshua would be there. He had to go.

"We will be there." Xuan smiled weakly at her. Zachary's two
sons were present. They were mourning his death as much as
their mother, barely leaving her side. Ben, Ronald, and
Duong were standing by the side, having a conversation with
some of his close friends. He joined them, walking over.

"Hello, gentlemen." Xuan greeted, having a fake sad face on.

"Xuan Lang, it's been a while," Duong stated, raising his glass.

Drinking at a funeral? Talk about class.

"It is unfortunate seeing each other on such conditions." He
lowered his stare. He guessed Ben, Ronald and Duong were
not close to Zachary. Judging from the cold stares, it didn't
even seem they were fond of him. Xuan set his thoughts aside
and continued the conversation. "It's such a tragedy; no one
deserves such a horrific death. Nobody deserves death.
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"He was kind-hearted even when people pressured him to be
evil," Ben spoke. "It's a shame.” Xuan listened closely as they
changed the subject.

“The man was up his ass in debt. No one could help him get
out. I even heard he was partners with Tim.” Ben raised his
eyebrows not believing the fact.

All of them left together to the canteen, serving themselves
food and settling down on the long wooden table. Zachary’s
sons often visited their table asking if they needed some‐
thing. The men declined to continue with their
conversation.

Xuan wasn’t able to gather much information. They were
talking only about business, and he wasn’t much interested.

After not saying anything for good twenty minutes, he
excused himself from the table. Were they doing it on
purpose? Did they know something about him and now
faking they didn’t? Xuan’s head was consumed with thoughts
he couldn’t control. It was stressing him out.

His next target, Joshua Warren was walking towards the bar.
There was his opportunity. Xuan walked behind then sitting
next to him on one stool.
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“What are we drinking?” he asked Joshua who turned to him
in disgust.

“You wanted this for Zachary, didn’t you?” His hateful eyes
narrowed.

“What do you mean?” Xuan pressed.

“How is that he is being murdered just after he is getting
closer to you? Telling you everything?”

Xuan ignored his remark and ordered himself a drink.

“I will reveal everything about you, Xuan Lang.” Joshua chal‐
lenged, and it made him smirk.

He picked the wrong man to say that to. “Shall I also reveal
the horrific murders you did with your other friends?”

Joshua froze in place, confused that Xuan knew about their
dark secret.

“I know everything, you bastard. And after your drink, you
better walk towards your car unless you want everyone here
to know it too.” His smirk prolonged as the bartender gave
him his drink.

“Hurry up; your time is ticking.” Xuan laughed, getting up
from his seat and giving Joshua a look which caused him to
set his glass down.  Joshua cleared his throat trying to say
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something, but all he got from Xuan was a strong push from
the back.

“What are you going to do?” They were out in the parking lot
heading to Joshua’s car. “I think you and I both know what’s
next.” He pulled out his precious pistol from his pocket and
directed him to sit down behind the steering wheel.

Joshua did as he was told and started the engine, driving away
from the funeral. “It’s such a shame we didn’t get to say
goodbye to Miranda.”

Joshua nodded in fear. Miranda was Zachary’s wife, and
because of her alcohol problem, she wasn’t able to entertain
the guests.

“They will find out I’m missing. They will come after me.”
Joshua spoke desperately. “Shut the fuck up and drive to the
nearest bridge.”

Suddenly Joshua slowed down the car. “Keep driving Joshua,
don’t even think about doing anything stupid. I know where your
family lives.” He pressed the cold barrel on the side of his head.

“You didn’t think this through.” His voice was stagnant, his
eyes on the road.

Xuan laughed at the fact he thought he would let him off,
allowing him to live.
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The car came to a sudden halt, and Xuan instructed him to
get out, not sparing him a glance. He did as he was told,
turning off the engine and stepping out.

Still holding his aim on the pistol, Xuan instructed Joshua to
get on the sidewalk. "You will regret this, Xuan." Joshua gave
him a look of disgust, stepping on the sidewalk. He couldn't
help but take a glance over the fence of the bridge.

"Never for once did I felt regret doing my murders, not for
bastards like you." Xuan spat in his face, disgusted by the
being calling himself a man. "Climb over the fence. I will not
say this twice."

Joshua looked at his surroundings, trying to find someone to
help him. But there was no one there. They were all alone.

"Nobody is here to help. You are doomed now."

Joshua climbed over the fence as he heard those words. The
sight under his feet was horrifying, and he squinted his eyes.

"Tim and Zachary are waiting for you. Have fun down there."
In an evil manner, he laughed. Dying to see him fall into the
pits of hell.

The barrel was now at the back of his head, cold against his
skin. "Jump."

With one shared glance, Joshua jumped to his death.
Xuan stared at his body while it hit the ground. He
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wasn't fazed by the scene. He fled as soon as possible,
without looking back. Being so close would raise suspi‐
cion, so he decided to perform his executions more
secretly.

He didn't return to the funeral, in fact, his next location was
Ben's house. The road ahead was empty, and his trip to his
destined location took only minutes.

Ben was back home. His car was parked in his driveway while
he was having a barbecue with his family. Their faces bright‐
ened with smiles. He got out of Joshua's car and started with
his act. Loosening his tie, he strolled to the garden worry
written all over his face.

“Xuan?" Ben said, squinting his eyes at the sight of the him.
His children were much younger than he thought and his
wife ushered them to go inside.

"Hello, Ben I'm sorry to be intruding, but I think I lost Joshua
at the lake." Xuan pretended to be traumatized and stopped
right beside their table.

"Oh my! Did something happen to him?" His wife cut in the
conversation.

"Joshua felt tired suddenly, and I went to go pee in the woods.
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When I came back, he wasn't there." Xuan couldn't have lied
better.

"We need to report it to the police." Ben lowered his spatula
staring directly at his eyes.

"I agree, I think he still may be out there," Xuan spoke
with worry.

The couple wasted no time on calling the police. It was the
only opportunity he had to appear as a hero even in tragedy.

They didn’t wait for dinner to be over and jumped in Joshua’s
car with Xuan in the passenger seat. They went to the wrong
place, and after many hours of searching the woods, they
would find nothing.

“Why would Joshua leave where you stopped? He doesn’t
know directions most of the time. It's kind of odd. The man
always has a backup plan, but now I don’t know what to
think.” Ben kept talking, and Xuan rolled his eyes. As they
drifted further, the situation appeared to become more grim. 

“He told me he was tired. I don’t know what else to say.” He
explained staring through the windshield.

When they reached the lake, they searched the whole place
for an hour and, became tired. They were lucky enough not
to get lost, and reported it to the police as soon as they got
back home. On the way back home, the couple told him their
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life story. How they first met to the point when they got their
first house and had kids. It wasn’t something he wanted to
hear. They were obsessed with each other. Xuan had never
seen a marriage like that. Ben invited him over for a cup of
coffee. Xuan gladly accepted, and they continued their
conversation in the family living room.

“Bethany and Lucas are lovely kids, but I think we will have
to let their tutors go due to our financial problems. Things
haven't been so good in the past few weeks, and the tutors are
only getting more expensive.” Xuan listened to Andrea’s
never-ending conversation, the woman had pipes, and didn’t
tire of speaking. Feeling fatigued by the second, they awaited
news about Joshua’s disappearance. Xuan knew he was dead,
but had to stick around.   

“They won’t need any tutor. You will see with time they will
top the best ones in their classes. Just keep them focused.”
Xuan gave her a warm smile. The police would hopefully
come soon, so he didn’t leave.

“Let’s hope so.” She took a long sip of her coffee, and at last
Ben joined them. “They are taking longer than I thought.” He
was talking with the police, and he was right. Although they
lived in a rural area, their house was rather easy to find.

“What are you chatting about?” He sat down next to his wife
raising his eyebrows, curious. “Bethany and Lucas.” She
smiled softly.
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"Those little rascals." Ben laughed together with his wife.
Xuan admired their happy marriage, and gave them some
privacy by looking away. Having a child is the biggest blessing
anyone could have, and he couldn't believe he lost his
so wrongfully. Xuan snapped out of his thoughts, watching
the couple and listening to their conversation.

"I think I will head home soon if the police don't come by
soon. Please give me some information about him. I will leave
you my home number." Xuan was tired, but he could still
write the digits down. Right when he was about to leave, the
police arrived.

The three walked out on the porch, welcoming them.

"Good evening," The officer spoke loudly, but then lower his
hat staring directly in their eyes. " I am sorry to announce this,
but your dear friend Joshua Warren has committed suicide."
The couple gasped in horror, not expecting his statement.

"What!?" Ben replied with a question not believing what he
had just heard.

"Where did it happen?" Xuan asked taking a part of the
conversation.

The officer spared him a glance and replied, "Down the old
Lakewood bridge, it's not steep, but the cliffs beneath it are
deadly.".
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"Why would he do this? He was such a happy man." His wife
tightly holding her husband not letting him go.

Xuan didn't know the couple was close to Joshua. After the
officers were leaving, they expressed their condolences. Xuan
left shortly after and was glad to be back home after such a
long day. He had yet to decide who would be next. With that
thought, he went straight to bed, falling into a deep slumber.
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ANOTHER ONE DOWN

Joshua’s case was a suspected suicide. Xuan laughed to
himself as he read the newspaper’s headline. Sipping coffee,
his steady smile faded when he saw the end of the article.
"Still under investigation" it read. They were still gathering
evidence.

“What kind of evidence do they fucking need?” He tossed
the paper to the side. "What does a man have to do to get rid
of these people?"

Xuan couldn’t stay hung up on one man. He last visited Ben’s
house a week ago, and now he was ready to move on with his
next victim. Already deciding it, it had to be Ben Rogers
himself. Xuan felt no remorse for his family. They didn’t
know of his past and the fact he was a rapist and killer. Xuan
hated the fact they all led such happy lives, forgetting their
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past transgressions.

He continued eating and thinking about how he would
proceed with his next target. It had to be in the form of an
accident.  While he was on the last bite, a knock coming from
the door cut his thoughts again.

“Who is it this early in the morning?” He spoke to himself,
confused. Setting the dishes in the sink, he walked to the door
and swung it open, revealing Anna, Tim’s ex-wife.

“What are you doing here?” He walked out looking around,
afraid if anyone had seen her.

“I heard about your other victims.” She brushed past his
shoulder and walked into his house. Not wasting the time of
looking around, she made herself comfortable in the kitchen,
right next to his meal.

“Who’s next?” she questioned smiling strangely. Anna took
hold of his newspaper and read the headline out loud.
“Warren committed suicide.” She didn’t even try keeping her
tone down. Xuan shushed her by yanking the paper from her
hands, setting it on the countertop.

“Isn’t that a blatant lie?” She chuckled gawking at him.

“You have nothing to do here, and this is none of your busi‐
ness.” Xuan pointed at the newspaper.

“You are wrong about that Xuan. It is my business because I
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know what’s going on, plus you killed my fucking husband.”
She sighed, going through her bag and taking out a stick of
lipstick.

“What do you want?” There was obviously something since
she came in so abruptly. She took her time while answering,
putting on her red lipstick in the little mirror she owned.

“Ten grand.” She closed the lipstick along with the mirror,
pausing to see his reaction. “You are crazy my dear. You need
to leave now.” He picked up her bag for her and walked
towards the door.

“How nice, you are just directing me to the police station.”

Xuan paused at her words, did they not settle on an agree‐
ment? Xuan got in her way of leaving.

“You wouldn’t dare.”

“If you give me the money, I won’t. I know you have money.”
She tapped her foot on the ground, signaling she didn’t have
much time.

Xuan couldn’t believe he was listening to this. He went
upstairs, straight to his room to open his safe. He had around
twenty thousand dollars in it, but as she settled for ten, he had
to give it to her. Placing them in a paper bag, he returned,
tossing the bag to her.

“You can count them if you don’t believe me, now leave.” He
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opened the door for her not giving her the pleasure of a
glance.

“I believe you, have a nice life Xuan and remember what goes
around comes around.” With that being said, she left him
drowning in more misery.

She could have blown his cover, and he knew he had no
choice. Especially when he was so close to finishing them all.

Xuan took hold of Ben’s phone number, and after a few
minutes he phoned him, asking if he could help him renovate
his wooden house. Ben was an interior designer, and Xuan
promised he would pay him for any work done.

Rogers agreed on coming alone. Little did he know he was
taking a trip to his death. Xuan got his bag ready and left extra
fuel in his car. They would stay for a whole day and then at
the end of the night he would make his move, burning the
whole place with Ben inside.

Xuan turned into the devil himself, not thinking of anything
besides revenge. He didn’t hear from Katherine or Ethan for
the past few days, so he guessed they were handling the
shop well.

Just as he was about to check in with them, Ben pulled up in
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front of his house. “Xuan, are you in there?” He yelled out.
Xuan got himself together and followed Ben's voice.

“Coming!” he announced, carrying his bag in a tight grip.

Ben smiled as soon as he appeared in front of him.

“Shall we go now?”

Ben nodded at his question, and they both jumped in the car,
driving to the location of the wooden house.

As soon as they made it, they went inside resting from the
long road. Ben liked the surroundings of the house, and how
it gave a relaxing atmosphere.  Even for a day, he could stay
away from the ruckus in his own home. Having two tweens at
once was tough.

“Here it is,” Xuan spoke as they got in, leaving their bags at
the door. “It’s beautiful, and lots of things can be done to this
place. I can already see it in my head.” Ben chuckled walking
around the cabin.

Xuan lied about it being his. It was Tim’s. After his death, it
was left to Anna, and now that she was out of the picture, he
was left with their belongings.

“I bought it when I first got here, do you like it?” Xuan
cleaned up the table from dust and unpacked the dinner he
prepared back home. “Who wouldn’t like this place? It’s so
peaceful.” Ben took the chance look at the view out of the
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window, taken aback by the beautiful scenery. Xuan used
the moment to open a can of soda and slip a sleeping pill
in it.

“You’re right. Too bad I don't have time to hang out here more
often. The fresh air could do me some good.” Xuan laughed
taking a bite out of his homemade sandwich. Ben settled
down on the other chair, unwrapping his meal. “This place is
perfect for a cookout, and we are stuck with these.” Ben
pointed at his sandwich and chuckled.

“Better something than nothing, be grateful,” Xuan remarked
focusing on finishing his food.

“So where should we start?” Ben questioned staring straight
at him. “The entrance. The door should be changed. You see
there are a lot of holes in the sides and a lot of wind must gust
in at night.” He gulped the food down his throat and took a
long sip of his drink.

“Next, you should change the flooring. Maybe with more
subtle wood, it would look amazing," Ben said.

Xuan barely listened.

“Lastly the kitchen, because to be honest Xuan, it seems
horrendous. If my wife was here, she could give it a good
scrub.” He laughed while Xuan smiled at him.

“You will need to make me a list of all the things I need to
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buy,” Xuan explained finishing his food and tossing the paper
to the side.

“Will do. Besides we will be done in no time cleaning this
place up,” Ben assured him. They continued their conversa‐
tion for a while, and Xuan was getting impatient with the
second. He waited for the man to get tired and fall asleep so
he could perform what he planned without an interruption.

Xuan relaxed out on the bench, only waiting for Ben to fall
asleep inside. Almost fifteen minutes have passed since he
laid down, and he waited for a little longer before throwing
gas around the whole cabin. All satisfied by the fact Ben
would take his last breath there. The cabin was located near
the road, so anyone passing by would notice the fire. Too bad
Ben would be long gone by then.

“Ben?” Xuan straightened his posture to see if he was still
awake and listening. “Ben?” He repeated but smirked after he
didn’t get an answer. The man was fast asleep.

Xuan quickly got the fuel tank out of the trunk, carrying it to
the back of the house.

He splashed some fuel inside, careful not to wake Ben. Xuan
didn't know much about Ben, all he knew was he raped his
child and wife, and murdered them. He was a vicious liar and
deserved to die.

"The lighter." He spoke to himself hurrying to the car trying
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to find it as quickly as possible. After doing so, he returned to
the house. All the times he spent with Ben flashed before his
eyes as he lit the lighter. With only murder in his thoughts, he
dropped the lighter in the fuel causing the wooden cabin to
erupt into flames.

 Xuan watched as Ben's body burned with it. He left shortly
after, not risking capture. As he left, he watched the wooden
cabin burn down slowly to the ground and was pleased to
know Ben was on his way to Hell.

His wife was completely in shock by the death of her
husband. She was seeking comfort at his house three days
after the funeral. Xuan was there to offer her everything she
needed.

 "What will I do alone with our kids, they are already ruined
by the news." She cried on the dining room table.

"You need to stay strong, especially in times like this. He was
a wonderful man, but you have to stay strong for the chil‐
dren." He set the cup of tea in front of her.

Settling down on the opposite chair. "He should have left
with you. I don't understand what he was doing alone," her
cries continued.
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"I wasn't feeling so well, so I left early. Ben assured me he
would prepare the cabin and must have left the firewood
unattended." He avoided her gaze, staring into the distance.
"Horrible," she mumbled to herself. Xuan listened to her cries
for two hours. The woman wouldn't leave. She left her kids at
the neighbor's house. In the meantime, Xuan tried to think
about how to get rid of her.

Thirty minutes later, she finally left his house. Xuan got back
to unwinding and for the first time in a while pulled out the
papers of his targets' profiles. Now that Tim, Zachary, Joshua,
and Ben were out of the picture he focused on his other three
victims. Matthew, Ronald, and Duong at last.

He didn’t quite know how to get close to them, but for the
time being, he wanted to take a break for a few days.
Managing his herbal shop was his top priority.

He left the house to walk around the neighborhood and clear
his mind. His revenge was deserving. It was the least of things
he could have done to make his wife and daughter rest easy.

Xuan felt so fatigued. It was a sign he needed rest. He looked
at the families in the park, spending time with one another.
One thing Xuan missed in his life was making memorable
moments with his family. 

When he returned, he visited the herb shop, seeing Katherine
and Ethan inside. It was strange her there to help her son.
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Didn’t she have a job? As he entered the shop, Ethan and
Katherine looked up in surprise.

“Long time no see, Xuan. Where have you been?” Katherine
hugged him.

“Here and there, visiting lots of friends.” He assured her
patting her shoulder after her hug. Ethan saluted him and
also welcomed him back.

“We heard about the dreadful news,” Katherine mumbled.

“You must be feeling so sad.” Ethan cut in the conversation,
offering him his seat.

Xuan accepted it, sighing as he sat down. “He was a close
friend. It's sad to see him go that way. Same goes for Tim,
Zachary, and Joshua. There were the only ones aside from
you two, who offered me their friendship when I first
came here.”

“It’s been a pleasure,” Katherine added, smiling back
at him.

“Our life has been flourishing since you moved here and
offered me this job,” Ethan admitted.

“I’m glad to hear that young man, even when I’m not here one
day. You will need to help out your mother by getting another
job okay?”
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The two paused looking at each other. “Wait, does this mean
you’re leaving?”

Xuan lowered his head to their question. He had to leave
someday. “No, well not right now.” Xuan turned his stare
away from them. He could sense their burning looks on his
skin, making him uncomfortable. He couldn’t tell them
anything. It was part of his privacy. Even if he did, he
couldn’t tell them about his murders, it would drive them
insane. They wouldn’t even think twice about reporting him
to the police.

“Xuan, are you listening?” Katherine waved her hand in front
of his face trying to get a hold of his attention.

“Sorry Katherine, what were you saying?” Xuan snapped out
of his thoughts, turning to the woman.

“Where will you go?”

“Back to Vietnam. Don’t get me wrong. America is a beautiful
country,” he lied. “But I’m still connected with my mother‐
land.” He hoped they would understand, and they did by
nodding.

“I’m sure the rest of your family is there, waiting for you.”
Ethan tried to sound as nice as possible.

Xuan didn’t have anyone he was close with. He grew
distant from his relatives after the tragic death of his two
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angels. “I’m sure they are.” Xuan avoided their gaze
yet again.  

While they kept on chatting, he hadn't noticed three men in
front of his shop. Once he noticed their presence, he paused
for a second try to recognize them. They walked in his shop
and Xuan stood up not expecting them to be there.

"What are you doing here?" It was Matthew, Ronald, and
Duong standing in front of him.

"Hello, Xuan. We are here to ask you some questions if that's
not too much trouble." Duong looked at Ethan and his
mother, Katherine. They instantly got his code and excused
themselves, leaving silently.

"To what do I owe the pleasure gentleman?" He offered them
a hand. Their behavior was odd, judging from their distance.

"We're here to ask you a couple of questions, if you don't mind
of course," Matthew said.

Xuan's mind traveled to the murderers. Did they know some‐
thing? Xuan made sure not to leave any traces behind. But
why did they suspect him?

"You can sit down." He pointed at the chairs, only Duong took
a seat, keeping his gaze on Xuan.

 "We will not waste your time, but you know you've been
getting close to our friends who passed away recently. We are
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gathering information about them, and we thought you might
know something. "

Xuan felt relieved they didn't suspect him. “I don’t know
much, but somehow I think it’s odd how they all died in my
surroundings. I sometimes even think somebody is following
me. Tracing my every step. Who knows maybe I’m next?” He
faked being stressed out. It left the men in thought. Person‐
ally, he hoped they would let him in their tight circle, after all
the deaths they were much closer and if he somehow was a
part of their pact, he would use the position to kill them off.

“That’s horrible if it’s true, do you have any enemies?”

Yes a lot. Xuan thought to himself. “Not that I know of.
Further, " he explained.

The three listened to him closely.

“I moved here from the Philippines two years ago, I didn’t
have any arguments with anyone. Who would want to kill an
old rag like me?” Xuan laughed at his lie causing them to
laugh together, but then after a few seconds, it died down. “I
don’t know. The situation is distressing how each of us is gone
almost every other week,” Ronald spoke for the first time after
stepping into the shop.

“You should stick together more than anything now.” Xuan
shifted his gaze pretending to look for something in his drawers.
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“We should stick together from now on.” Matthew corrected
Xuan causing him to look up to them.

“You need someone who will protect you Xuan,” Duong
added.

“Listen, I am grateful you are mentioning it but I don’t want
to intrude. I think some time should pass and then we can talk
about it.” He hoped they would decline his offer.

“We don’t want to hear about it. Fuck it. We are going to cele‐
brate tonight. To life.” Matthew cleared his throat, crossing
his arms.

“We’d like to invite you to dinner. We do these meetings
almost every month, and from now on you’ll be invited.”
Ronald offered, with a smile on his face.

The other two patiently waited for his answer.

“I will think about it, just give me the address of the place.”
Xuan gave them a piece of paper and a pen to write it down
while doing so he thought about who from the three would
be next.

Not Duong, he was the Vietnamese traitor he saved for last.
He suspected he was their leader. He did seem like it judging
from his manners and how everybody obeyed him.

Matthew was full of himself, considering everything to be
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true and always depending on people. Although he was not
as competent as the others, he was the most honest.

Ronald was a very proud man. He liked to flaunt his fortune
but was still selfish and never satisfied.

The three left after the fifteen-minute conversation, leaving
Xuan to himself. He noticed that Katherine and Ethan left
due to his unexpected guests. They deserved the time off and
Xuan didn’t want to bother them.

Around 6 PM, he returned home, picking the best tuxedo for
the night. Trying to make a good impression, Xuan only
needed his presence. He didn’t need to dress up, but at that
moment he felt like he should.
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TIME IS TICKING

“This way, Sir.” The receptionist led him through the
crowded corridor. The place was filled with upper-class
people causing a ruckus. He was sure it was Duong’s pick. It
wasn’t believable anyone else liked the place. “Thank you,”
Xuan spoke to the man leaving the table where the three were
seated.

“Glad you could make it.” Matthew smiled at him, ushering
him to sit down.

“This place is crowded, isn’t it?” he asked them.

“This is our favorite restaurant. It became popular in the last
few months. Among the youngsters as you can see,” Duong
added, calling the waiter.
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Xuan looked around again seeing the filled tables with loud
guests. “Did you already order?”

They all shook their heads.

“We waited for you,” Ronald assured. After they all decided
what they would eat, they wasted no time on ordering.

“So Xuan, tell us about the cabin in the woods.”

He was taken aback by his question and took his time on
sipping on his drink. What did Ronald know about the cabin?
Did he suspect him? Many questions were circling in his
head, but after a long time of silence, he answered.

“I bought it from Tim,” he lied.

“Such a shame it burned down. It had so much potential.”
The rest of the table strangely looked at him while his glare
burned into Xuan. He knew something.

"You're right. Tim was kind enough to sell it. He always told
me, he didn't know what to do with it." Xuan avoided his gaze,
staring at his drink.

"Wow really? His wife Anna always had a dream of designing
that place." Ronald pressed, not changing the subject. 

Tim never mentioned being close to Ronald. Anna was far
away from America, Xuan could never guess who might have
told him.
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"I wasn't close to Anna, so I never knew."

The waiter set their food on the table, filling up their glasses
after.

"Do you have something to say to me, Ronald?" Xuan ques‐
tioned in all honesty, trying to decide what his problem was.

“Just continue playing the victim,” he mumbled to himself.

"Not at all, just curious how it was possible for it to burn
down to bits just by a single log burning, it seems so odd plus
he isn’t that much of a heavy sleeper."

Duong and Matthew stopped chewing on their food, wanting
to listen to their conversation.

"I don't know where you're going with this." Xuan stumbled
on his words. He didn't expect to be called out,

It had to be Anna, nobody else knew besides her. "You were
just around. I'm looking at the situation that's all." Ronald
returned to his food, smiling to himself. Over the time left of
the dinner, Ronald's loathing stare didn't break off from
Xuan's face. Xuan didn't dare to exchange looks. It would
mean admitting to his wrongdoings, he was not prepared for
an all-out war. He couldn't let Ronald take the strings into his
own hands. Even if it meant killing him tonight. His eyes
slowly darted to Ronald who was chewing his food. He had to
do it. Matthew and Duong indulged into a side conversation
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while Xuan was planning his next to murder. It had to be
done quickly, meaning right here right now.

After they finished their food, all three of them chatted about
business. Xuan had pocketed a bottle of poison with him, and
it was his most deadly fancy. He then ordered a bottle of
champagne, trying to impress. It cost a fortune, but it was well
worth it and Ronald finished his first glass almost instantly.

"We are going out for a smoke, We'll be back in a few." Xuan
felt like the Lord was on his side by sending them off. He
couldn't avoid the awkwardness between Ronald and himself
but tried to ease it by offering him another glass. His eyes
darted to a tall blonde passing by. The perfect opportunity.
"Go for it." Xuan encouraged him to get up from his seat and
talk to the woman.

"You didn't even have to mention it. " He gave him a hateful
look getting up. Xuan thought to himself how stupid this guy
was. While Ronald was busy talking with the blonde, Xuan
pulled out a tube of poison from his suit. It was Ricin powder,
the deadliest poison in the history of humanity.

He spilled it all in his glass while looking at him; then quickly
shoved the tube back in his pocket. After the blonde rejected
him, Ronald couldn’t help but return to the table, embar‐
rassed. He cursed and then took a long sip from his glass of
champagne.
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Xuan watched him closely, but then excused himself to the
bathroom. He waited next to the receptionist desk, not
tearing his gaze from Ronald as he expected his death.

In a matter of two minutes, Ronald lost air in his lungs. He
became unconsciousness, causing him to fall to the ground.
Duong and Matthew tried to run to the rescue, but it was to
no use. Ronald was already dead.

The ambulance came quickly, inspecting the body and
announcing the patient was dead on arrival.  

“How did it even happen? He was okay when we left for a
smoke.” Matthew’s trembling voice was the only thing being
heard in the empty restaurant. The three stayed for a while
until the shock was over.

“You should go back to your homes, I will stay with the police
to inspect the situation,” Xuan assured the last two targets.
Xuan didn’t even spend a minute at the restaurant after they
were gone, going straight home and celebrating with a bottle
of wine.

Two more, only two more lives he had to take before finally
returning to his homeland. He could have gotten rid of all of
them, but the traffic in the restaurant was too much. For the
rest of the night, Xuan made himself some Pho. After having
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dinner, he went down to the basement picking up a sealed
box. It was the one he didn’t dare to open, due to somebody
finding out who he was.

There were countless pictures of his wife and daughter, all the
happy moments they spent together, the times without
worries. He remembered the day he returned from the army.
It was his birthday. The two made him his favorite cake, along
with some tasty Banh mì which he adored. The smiles on their
faces were priceless. It brought happiness to his face for ages.

Xuan thought about his return to Vietnam. He would be the
only one alive living their memories. He shoved the images
back in the box and kicked it under the table. Xuan's patience
was about to hit the limit, but he pulled through, not giving
up on his goal to watch the killers of his angels get what they
deserve.                                  

The next day, Xuan barely got out of bed. Thinking about his
next move, there was one problem. He didn’t know the
address of Matthew, nor his contact number.

The newspaper was delivered on the front porch; he read
through it a few times. Only to focus on one article. A serial
killer on the loose in Houston.  An article about him even
though they didn’t know who it was. He was no serial killer;
he was only seeking revenge. It was serving justice, and he
should have been crowned as a hero.
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He set the paper down in annoyance. “Damn reporters they
have nothing else to talk about.” His murmur was loud
enough to echo in the hall. Xuan dragged himself to the bath‐
room, showering. Even after the hours of sleep, he felt
drained.

“The old bones are kicking in.” He spoke to himself as he put
on the robe, walking downstairs. Preparing breakfast was one
of his favorite tasks in his day, and it was the most important
meal.

He ate peacefully until he noticed Katherine and Ethan
walking down the street with bags of groceries in their hands.
Ethan’s hand was injured and Katherine was carrying most of
the bags, struggling to walk.  Xuan didn’t know the teenager
was injured. He didn’t think twice before setting his fork
down and helping them.

“Hand them over.” He ordered as he got closer to them. They
both looked at him in surprise not expecting him to appear in
front. “Xuan?” Katherine seemed taken aback by his pres‐
ence. “You should come over for breakfast. Mom is making
bacon and eggs.” He smiled at him.

Xuan looked at his hands and took hold of one to inspect it.
“What happened?” He scrunched his eyebrows, expecting a
quick answer.
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“I was riding my bike, but didn’t notice the tire was flat, so
suddenly I hit the ground,” Ethan explained, embarrassed.

Xuan slightly laughed while picking up the bags from
Katherine’s grip. Xuan hoped they didn’t know about Ronald
and his death. It would mean they would ask him again
about it. He didn’t prepare himself enough for such
questions.

“You went binge shopping I see.” He joked looking at
them both.

“It was all her fault; she didn’t even want to leave me to go on
a second trip. I’m capable.” Ethan complained grimacing.

“Let the boy go; he isn’t handicapped. It’s a simple injury no
need to make it a big deal.” He remarked as they reached
their porch.

“I’m still worried, it’s not something small.” She tried to
excuse herself, but failed when Xuan shook his head in disap‐
proval. “Thank you for your concern, let’s go in I will make
breakfast.”

Xuan’s mind traveled to his pancakes and how they might
have cooled off already. “How could I say no to bacon?” As he
spoke, they laughed together and then entered her house.

Xuan helped her set the groceries down in the kitchen and
returned to the table where he sat next to Ethan. Just like
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when they both first met.  “So did you decide on moving out
yet?” Ethan asked out of curiosity. 

“Yes, maybe I will move out in two months, now that my
house back in Vietnam is renovated.”

Ethan’s eyes widened. “Wow, I imagine it's amazing.”

Xuan nodded lowering his head to the side. “It only has two
rooms, a wide kitchen along with the living room. It’s not
much, but it has a lot of memories,” Xuan said.

“You can set the table, Ethan,” Katherine yelled out from the
kitchen.

Ethan obliged by standing up, but then got cut off by Xuan.
“You sit down. I’ll do it. Just tell me where they are.”

Ethan pointed to the cupboard on the left. While Ethan did
his job their conversation continued. They got to know one
another better, and Xuan liked it.

Katherine came back with the food, setting it on the table.
The three had a long conversation about Ethan’s college. If
she could afford this and so on. To his surprise every time
they met, Xuan learned new things about them. Ethan got a
full scholarship for all four years. Xuan felt proud even
though he wasn’t his child.

Xuan left shortly after finishing his breakfast, testing his
mistake afterward. He let himself care about those people,
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now he couldn’t go back when they already felt a connection.
He could only be a friend, nothing else. Xuan didn’t want to
get close to anyone, but they were different.

He unlocked his front door swinging it open, revealing
Matthew sitting down on his couch, his stare fixed on
the TV.

“Matthew?” Xuan questioned in a surprise setting down the
food Katherine packed him for home.  

“Hello, Xuan I didn’t want to intrude but Duong is busy
today, and I want to buy myself a new car. You were my last
option.” Matthew curled his lips together, hoping for a posi‐
tive answer.

“How did you get in?”

“The back door, it was unlocked.” He scratched the back of
his head. “So are you up for it?” He was now on his feet
walking over to the kitchen and pulling out a carton of juice
from the fridge.

“Sure let me get dressed.” Xuan lowered his voice at the end
of the sentence, noticing the box filled with images under the
table. He choked on his breath and pretended to clean up
while he threw an old rag over it.

“I’ll wait here.” He pointed at the couch, and Xuan nodded,
disappearing upstairs. He didn’t have to waste any time; the
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perfect opportunity came to him. He didn’t need to contact
Matthew; he was already there.

As he got dressed, he devised his plan and came downstairs
with a smile on his face. Matthew waited for him and jumped
up to his feet when he saw him at the end of the stairs.

“Let’s go.” Xuan ushered him to hurry, and in a matter of
seconds, they were out of the door on the way to the
dealership.

“I like this car, to be honest. How much did it cost?” Xuan
questioned, looking around.

“Not much.” He took a swift turn, slowing down because of
traffic. “What else do you recommend?”

“A Ford Pinto would suit you best.”

Matthew nodded at his recommendation. While Matthew's
thoughts were indulged in his car, Xuan’s were about his
murder. They would for sure go out on a test drive. He could
knock him unconscious, drive the car off a cliff with only his
body inside. Xuan smiled at the thought. It was a plan.

They reached the dealership and got out of the car, going
inside the dealership looking at the various cars offered.
Matthew talked to a salesman while Xuan kept circling the
cars. He couldn’t lie some cars were pure luxury, which he
could never afford.
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Eventually, Matthew settled on a Ford Pinto, and they
offered him to go on a test drive. Accepting their offer along
with Xuan they made themselves comfortable in the car.
Matthew drove it off the lot, and Xuan worked on his strategy
on how he would make him unconscious; noticing there was a
fire extinguisher right next to his leg.

“Matthew, I think the back tire is a bit lowered, don’t you
think?” Lying to him, only to make him get out of the car to
look at it. He came to a sudden halt, turning to him.

“Are you serious?” He sounded worried filled with regret.
Suddenly, Matthew jumped out and closed the door force‐
fully. He walked over to the other side and inspected it.

“Is it this one?” He got to his knees, closely looking at it.

“Yeah, it’s that one.” Xuan unfastened the fire extinguisher
and gripped it tightly in his hands. Xuan slowly got out of the
car, seeing him still on his knees trying to get a closer look.
“Are you sure it’s this one, I see nothing wrong with it?” As he
spoke, he tried to get back on his feet, but Xuan didn’t miss
out the chance of hitting the back of his head.

Matthew fell flat on his face. Xuan didn’t waste time dragging
him to the car and throwing him in the passenger seat. Xuan
drove away, stepping on the gas with full force. Xuan found
an exit and swerved to his right, stumbling upon a cliff at the
other side of the forest. He dragged Matthew's body to the
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driver’s seat, putting on his seatbelt. He closed the door
swiftly and then walked to the back of the car and pushed it
towards the end of the cliff. He pushed with all his might
until it reached the edge. With another single push, the car
flipped over, falling to its doom. Xuan watched the explosion,
smirking.

Xuan walked to the busy highway. He was lucky, a car
stopped to pick him up, a stranger asking him if he was all
right. The man made small talk, but Xuan wasn't interested in
speaking. Xuan learned he was coming from Alabama to work
in Houston, but he didn't like the traffic. All the big cities had
it. What did he expect? The man dropped him off near his
house. It was a matter of time before Duong called him. He
would wait until he comes to his house, then he would
kill him.

"Thank you," Xuan spoke as he got out of his truck. The man
saluted him, hoping they would see each other again. Xuan
knew it would never happen.

The truck drove off leaving him to himself, Xuan walked up
the street to his house. The rest of the day he did nothing
except rearrange the pictures in the box and started packing.
Xuan knew he had to hurry with his next target and leave
Texas for good. Time was ticking.
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THE END

The past few days Xuan spent locked in his house, he got a
phone call from Duong, and the man seemed on the brink of
depression. The police found Matthew’s body, but it was
charred to where they couldn’t do an autopsy. Much to
Xuan's luck.

Xuan didn’t see Katherine nor Ethan. Ethan didn’t open the
shop, so he guessed they were off on vacation somewhere. It
was a good thing they had left.  Their tragic destiny was
like Xuan’s. Katherine’s husband has murdered five years
ago while on a business trip in Peru. It left them broken
and with Ethan now going to college, Katherine was a
lonely widow. She was only working to offer her son a
better life. He was surprised they moved on from their past
and didn’t hold a grudge or was seeking revenge. It was
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strange how they could forget the most important man in
their lives.

Maybe some just desire to live happily on without obsession
of past memories, but to Xuan it was much different. He
couldn’t close his eyes at night thinking his family’s killers
were alive and free.

Xuan had a distinctive love towards his family, a bond that
could never be broken no matter how distant they were. They
looked up to him, and he did everything possible to make
them happy.

Snapping out of his thoughts, his day continued like the past
ones. Getting up, he showered and planned to visit the shop
to look over the sales report and inventory. With the lack of
consistent customers, the store’s sales plummeted because
Xuan didn't import the most-sought-after products. It was
Ethan’s job who was told not to import anything expensive.
But if Xuan wanted the business to survive, he had to lure
them in somehow, his savings wasn’t cutting it. It was enough
for bills, food and a ticket back to Vietnam.

Vietnam was a lovely country; there were endless reasons a
person could fall in love with it. The food is exquisite, the
best way to eat was on the streets, sitting down on the little
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plastic stools on the sidewalk. At any hour of the day, people
would enjoy the street food without an age limit. The fresh
seafood and fresh meat were something out of the world, and
Xuan’s favorite. He could still remember his wife preparing
him dinner at home, ordering him to sit down any time he
would come closer to the stove, trying to sneak a bite.

His thoughts were cut off by the phone ringing, he got to his
feet and picked it up. “Hello?”

“It’s me, Duong.” His tone not showing much emotion. Why
did he call? Xuan cleared his throat. “The military parade is
tonight, so I hoped you would like to come and listen to my
speech.” As he stated, Xuan was found in confusion. Military
parade?

“Sure, I would be there. Where would it be taking place?” He
sounded more enthusiastic, faking empathy.

“St. Greenwood, the whole town would be there, so I didn’t
want to miss out this opportunity to invite you.” His kind
offer was enough for him to agree. Would this mean he would
put an end to his mission? The last straw.

“I will be there.” With that being said they both hung up the
phone. Xuan wasn’t excited about going to the parade. The
only thing he was excited about was coming closer to the fact
he would kill him off at last.
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For the time being, Xuan picked one of his best suits. He was
dressed to impress and only waited for the time to tick 6 PM.

He looked out the window and noticed the rest of his neigh‐
bors, stepping out of their houses and going towards the direc‐
tion of the parade. Xuan didn’t even know where to meet
Duong if he had the chance amongst the crowd. He would
listen to his speech and leave his plan for afterward. Xuan felt
joy that Ethan and Katherine weren't there to accompany
him. He wouldn’t know how to control the situation with
them being around.

Xuan locked his house, leaving for the Parade. He followed
where the others went guessing it was close. He saw every‐
one’s faces light up at the sight of the American soldiers.
Xuan grew a hatred for all but to some, he had the upmost
respect. Serving the country wasn’t easy, and they were
risking their lives for a foreign land that might not appreciate
it.

He was lost in the never-ending crowd of people, being the
audience of the countless soldiers, about to march ahead.
There was no obvious way he could get in touch with Duong
or the possibility of ending his mission. There were too many
witnesses.

The soldiers stood in place waiting for the order of the
general to march. While everybody waited, Duong
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appeared walking on stage ready to give his speech; carrying
his paper in his grip.

Xuan chuckled to himself. “This guy is even capable of recog‐
nizing me, how pathetic!” Duong tested the microphone
and spoke.

“Ladies and Gentleman. Thank you for coming out today.”
Duong’s voice was loud, calling everyone in the crowd. Xuan
closely listened to what he had to say.

“In the past few months, I’ve lost everything dear to me. I was
able to see life in its purest form, and destiny proved again, it
can be merciless.” Duong continued, and Xuan scrunched his
eyebrows at his chosen words. 

“My fellow soldiers, soulmates, friends and most importantly
brothers who lost their lives by God’s plan of taking the best
ones.” The crowd gasped in surprise, and Xuan wanted to
leave, not wanting to hear anything about the dead men.
“God blessed me enough by bringing them into my life five
years ago, we were seven happy soldiers on their way to
Vietnam and served this country gracefully.” Duong paused
and tried to gather himself together, trying his best not to cry.
It made Xuan chuckle, but he stayed quiet.

“I can finally say I’m defeated. Unfairly defeated by life, but it
doesn’t mean I will stop fighting to bring justice! To put the one
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responsible behind bars for the rest of their pathetic life. There
was no doubt there was only one man behind this and whoever
it is I shall find him. I promise you. To their loving memory.”

The crowd cheered in union and Xuan was left to confusion.
Was that it? Short, or was he just left with no words?

The stage was slightly far away from where he was standing.
He could see Duong making his way down. There was no
way he could reach him, so after the speech, he gave up and
walked away from the parade. He didn’t want to see the
soldiers marching. His old bones just wanted to rest.

While he was becoming distant from the crowd, a voice called
after him. He shrugged it off as his imagination, but then it
called out again. “Xuan?” He could hear it as clear as day. It
was Duong. He turned around seeing the man running
towards him.

“I must admit, it was a nice speech. Little shorter than I
thought, but it was surprisingly good.” Xuan flashed him a
forced smile as he came to a sudden halt. “Surprisingly? You
thought it would not be any good?” He returned the smile.
“So you will leave just like that, you just got here.”

“You are much younger than me Duong, an old hag like me
can’t take all of this,” he explained..

“I would invite you for a drink back at my place, but you seem
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busy.” Xuan hoped he would accept his offer. The man had
everything it took to perform his murder.

“I have nothing else to do here. I said what was mine to say,
and to be sincere I don’t like to watch these soldiers
marching.”

They laughed together, and Xuan followed it with a nod.

“My house is five minutes away" They chatted as they walked
along. Xuan came up with many more lies about himself and
with more compliments about his speech. The rabbit was
lured into the trap, at last.

“It’s lovely.” Duong complimented it as they reached his
garden. Xuan didn’t notice Ethan and Katherine tidying up
theirs being too occupied with getting inside.

“Xuan!” Katherine’s voice ringed a bell.

Sighing to himself he turned around flashing her a smile.
“Where did you go, a week passed, and I didn’t hear from
you?” He watched her as she came in his garden. “We visited
my mother, it was a surprise, and we told no one.” She gazed
towards Duong. “Care to introduce me to your friend Xuan?”
She questioned offering him a hand.

“That’s Duong Gian, an ex-American soldier.” Duong
accepted her handshake, introducing himself to her. “Lovely
to meet you Madame.” They exchanged their names but
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didn’t think about stopping their conversation. Xuan tapped
his foot, bothered.

“Katherine, may I invite you inside for a drink. We were
going to the kitchen.” Xuan pressed. Their conversation was
way too long for his taste.

“Oh no, thank you for your offer, my pie is in the oven. I need
to finish it.” She excused herself, leaving back to her house.

Duong and Xuan walked into his house, and by the looks,
Duong loved it. “It seems cozy, just to my taste. Reminds you
of a family you know?” He made himself comfortable on
the couch.

“I had to buy it when I first laid eyes on it.” Xuan agreed,
taking off his coat.

Duong looked around, baffled by the beauty of the house. It
seemed he liked the vintage style. “I will get us some drinks.”
Xuan left the kitchen. Xuan didn’t want poison his drink but
wanted him to suffer. He knew he was a traitor and was the
one who decided on killing the two most vital things in
his life.

Xuan brought two beers to the table, Duong was relaxed with
his eyes closed on the couch. “You’re tired already?” He
laughed loudly handing him the beer. Xuan opened them
beforehand and Duong chugged it down.
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“It’s been a long day, filled with preparations. I didn’t know
the event was that official. I could’ve prepared better.”

The two chatted for quite a while, but then as the clock ticked
9 PM, Xuan started with the execution, his last kill.

“Excuse me, but I will go to the bathroom.”

Duong nodded at him.

Leaving him along with his bottle of beer, Xuan opened the
door to his room and kept looking behind him to make sure
Duong wasn't following him.

Under the bed, there was the rope he had bought from the
farmer’s market. Xuan would choke him to death, leaving him to
suffer. He grabbed the rope and held it behind his back. Closing
the door, his footsteps were seamless not making any noises.

His pace quickened, reaching the bottom of the stairs, he
noticed Duong with a strange object in his hand, resembling a
picture. Xuan squinted his eyes to look closer, and he noticed
was the uncovered box beneath the table and the old rag
thrown on the floor. The box.

Duong laughed out loud, a laugh he didn’t quite hear as long
as he knew him. “These faces ring a bell. Don’t they do to you
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too Xuan?” He flicked the picture of his daughter and wife in
his hand, laughing hard.

“What are you doing with that in your hand?” Xuan
mumbled, trying to change the subject. “You killed them,
didn’t you Xuan?” Confronting him face-to-face. He was
talking about his six friends. There was a long minute of
silence before they both noticed the knife in the kitchen.
They shared another stare before darting towards it. It resem‐
bled a tug of the way before it fell to the other side of the
kitchen.

“How could you do it you bastard? How could you be so
cruel? You will pay!”

As Duong tried to reach it, Xuan fastened the rope around his
neck, blocking him from making a step further.

“I could still remember their faces, Xuan. Their pleas for help
were satisfying for me.” Duong spoke with pure hatred, trying
to fight his way out of his grip.

“They all got what they deserved, and now they will rot in
hell. You will join them.” Xuan’s chokehold was tight and left
him no space to breathe.

Much to his dismay, Duong buried his elbow into his stomach
causing him to yelp out in pain and releasing him from his
clutch.  Duong hurried to take the knife but Xuan’s pain only
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lasted him for a second, and he used the situation to push him
straight to the cabinets of the kitchen.

His enemy lost his balance and connected his head with the
hard wood, Xuan kicked his head repeatedly, still conscious
with only blood gushing from his mouth.

Xuan’s breathing pace sped up, Duong was a tough one.
Taking him into another chokehold, Xuan took hold of the
knife. “Bye, Bye Duong, may you burn in the pits of hell
along with your miserable fucking friends.” Xuan stabbed his
chest three times, but then after feeling like it wasn’t enough,
he continued with another twenty. After seeing there were no
signs of life, he let his body fall to the ground.

There, Xuan was left, cherishing the ultimate moment of soli‐
tude. The moment he started getting up from the floor,
Katherine barged in through the back door through the
kitchen. “I brought you some pie; I thought you would like it
since you are all alone-.” “Oh my god!” Katherine yelled out
in shock and dropped the pie along with the plate on the tiles,
causing it to shatter.

Her eyes darted to the knife in Xuan’s hands. Her hands
wrapped tightly on her mouth while her eyes tore up in pure
shock. she trembled not moving.

“Xuan what did you do!?” She screamed at him in disgust.

Xuan murdered the man, and she was a witness. She realized
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that Xuan was likely the cold-blooded murderer was on the
loose. “Please, Katherine. I can explain, he deserved it.” His
bloody hands tried to touch her, but she only jerked back. He
knew she would report him to the police. Xuan couldn’t
change her mind, and she would be scarred for the rest of her
life after what she saw. “He murdered my wife and daughter;
it was my revenge. Please don’t say anything. Try to look at it
from my side.” She was never in such a situation although
she forgave the murderer of her husband after abiding by
the law.

“You will go to prison, you Killer! You were around my son!”
Katherine ran towards the door.

“I'm sorry. I will leave!” Xuan cursed himself on his way to
the bedroom, pulling out his suitcase and stuffing it with
random clothes. He washed his hands, not leaving any blood
on them. Wasting no time, he darted through the door,
running away, with all the force he had within his old bones.

Where would he go? He had no friends, and it was too late to
go to the ticket agency. Xuan placed a hat over his face, trying
not to be recognized. His face was probably already airing on
the news.

Going to a motel was his only resort, and even then, he
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couldn’t even stay for long. The police would trace his every
step and transaction. Strangers passed by and he looked down
walking while lowering his hat.

He reached the motel and went to the receptionist desk. An
older weary woman was behind it, lowering her glasses as
soon as she saw him. Xuan cleared his throat, looking into the
distance. “A room for the night please.” He pleaded, looking
behind him. The woman popped her gum and turned away
from him, searching for a key. Many couples passed while she
did so, Xuan fixated his gaze to his feet, not daring to look
around.

He would have to run away for the rest of his life, starting
from now. Xuan regretted leaving the box of pictures in his
house. It would be lost forever. He could never go back.
Would he ever reach his homeland?

The woman turned around to face him, giving him keys to a
room. “Have a nice stay.” She didn’t even bother to look at
him. Xuan paid her in cash and left to find his room.

“Room 34.” He mumbled to himself as he passed through the
corridor. It was at the very end. He had trouble unlocking it
but then when he did, it revealed a dreadful room filled
with dust.

“I see they didn’t even bother cleaning it.” Disappointed, he
set his suitcase on the floor, closing the door and locking it.
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Being paranoid, he looked out the window if anyone had
followed him to his room. There was no one in sight.

Xuan settled on the bed and buried his hands in his face. His
life was ruined. He committed a single mistake of not locking
the back door, and now he would pay dearly.

For hours more, he couldn’t sleep. Falling asleep was not an
option as his mind was buried in thought about his daughter
and wife. Where they disappointed in him?

He couldn’t help but turn on the TV, seeing his image all over
the news with the headlines. This is the serial killer is on the
loose. There was a manhunt lead by the FBI searching the
entire Texas. He knew Katherine would report him. Why
didn't I kill her? It was the question that will haunt him for
the rest of his life.

A few minutes later as Xuan finally closed his eyes, he heard
footsteps gathering outside his door. There were barely any
people in the motel. He knew it meant only one thing. He
got up from the bed and walked over to the corner of the room
where his suitcase was located.

“Xuan Lang, Responsible for the deaths of Tim, Ben,
Matthew, Zachary, Joshua, Ronald and Duong, this is the
FBI, step forward to the window and put your hands on the
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back of your neck where we can see them.”  The loud state‐
ment came from a horn, and he knew they had every type of
arsenal pointed in his direction.

Xuan couldn’t afford to be locked up behind bars for the rest
of his life or executed on death row. "I control my fate." He
yelled believing only God himself will decide.

Taking out a loaded pistol out of his suitcase, he cocked it
releasing the safety button. After many more pleas made from
the FBI for him to surrender, they barged in his room. The
cold barrel against his temple and as soon as he saw them,
Xuan pulled the trigger ending his life.
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